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SC Board Claims
Fall Break Needed
by Joint Waters

mittee chose to adopt in its investigation was "to approach
students first rather than the
administration," said Goodman. "Because the issue was
such a hot topic at UVA, we
decided to let students voice
their concerns before an administration decision was
made," he said. On February
21, a questionnaire assessing
student opinion on both the
present academic calendar and
several possible alternatives was
placed in student mailboxes. A
free-response questionnaire was
also sent to both the Student
Council and the Director of
Health and Psychiatric Services
of selected institutions comparable to Hopkins in
competitiveness.
"Because the issue is one
which so closely concerns

On Wednesday, March 20,
Council
Student
the
unanimously passed a resolution calling for a restructuring
of the Fall academic calendar.
Based on an extensive report
prepared by the Ad Hoc Committee on Fall Break, the
resolution has been submitted
for consideration and comment
to the Provost, the Registrar,
the Deans of Arts and Sciences
and Engineering, and the Committee on Undergraduate
Studies. A separate resolution
urging the administration to
work with students on scheduling decisions was also circulated
after
passed
being
Bill Wallace
unanimously.
The dumpster behind Mudd Hall that became the subject of wide-spread concern of toxic waste contaminaThe debate over fall break at
tion at Hopkins last Saturday. The dumpster was later found to contain no toxic or dangerous substances.
Hopkins got started solely
through the initiative of three
Continued on Page 7
students. During mid-terms last
semester, these students(Mark
had been cleaned prior to packaged, and sent out for pro- Goodman, Jan Savitz, and
by Kirsti Levi&
disposal, which would produce per disposal. The containers David Shade), after discussing
themselves are rinsed out, the lack of an adequate break
Homewood campus became no health hazard.
Assuming the worst, securi- cleaned, broken, and then plac- during the fall semester, decidthe site of a highly publicized
toxic waste scare last week that ty called in the city police, state ed in a fifty-five gallon steel ed to do something to change
sparked widespread but un- police, fire department, and drum. After this, the glass bot- the situation. After reading an
grounded fears of contamina- health department. It was not tles pose no health hazard and article in The Washington Post by L.M. Asta
tion and improper handling of until this Monday that the are treated like regular trash. about rising suicide rates on
Spring Fair 1985, A Touch of
In this case, during renova- college campuses, Mark Gooduniversity learned the glass bottoxic substances.
The scare began when a tles were safe and had been pro- tions of Mergenthaler Hall, man decided to contact both the Tropics, will have neither a
graduate student walking past perly cleaned. The men moving construction workers found the University of Virginia, concert nor an ROTC run this
Mudd Hall last Saturday notic- the drums were members of some old chemicals in one of which was considering a fall year. It will, however, feature
ed men in white jumpsuits haul- Bishop and Associates, the the rooms. They notified the break, and the Student Coun- a new event: fair games.
The reason behind the now
ing steel drums toward the rear waste disposal company under Officer of Safety and En- cil. Strong interest in the issue
on
concert goes back
council
led
to
the
Health
on
campus
formation
defunct
vironmental
contract
to
Hopkins.
of the building. After being
investigation
according to Mike
to
arrange
of
an
objective
years,
them
many
asked
and
The
university
follows
a
security
alerted by the student,
went to investigate the site and prescribed method for remov- removal of the chemicals. The committee, the Ad Hoc Fall Vogelbaum, one of the cofound broken bottles. The im- ing from the campus the toxic waste disposal contractors came Break Committee, which was to chairpersons of the 1985 fair. In
mediate concern was whether chemical materials used in the to the university on Thursday be co-chaired by Goodman and the past, it was possible to fund
or not these glass bottles were school laboratories. All the and Friday. However, because Junior Class President Paul the concert through ticket sales
Donio.
and small contributions and
filled with toxic chemicals when chemicals are carefully removThe
strategy
which
the
comsponsorship
from groups such
Continued
on
Page
5
ed
from
their
containers,
they were disposed of, or if they
as the Student Council.
Vogelbaum noted that funding
for the concert has "never
come out of the Spring Fair
budget."
However, costs involved in
holding the concert have continued to go up, so that it anCommission By-Laws in regard
by A. J. Alshab
nually loses money. Ticket
to absentee ballots:
prices and outside sponsorships
1. "The voter's name and ID
The validity of the run-off
have not gone up proportionalelection between Paul Kadri number will be recorded by the
ly.
This year's fair "couldn't
and Alison Little for Student council member on duty." This
take money out of the
even
Council President has been was not followed, instead
budget"
to subsidise the conquestioned by some because of "Kadri was given 25 sealed
Vogelbaum.
says
cert,
commented
the inappropriate way that blank ballots,"
Spring
Fair Committee
The
Lurie.
several absentee ballots were
corporate level
a
large
did
seek
must
identification
2.
"Valid
baseball
distributed to the
sponsorship for the concert.
be presented to the council
team.
The tropical theme was offered
According to Jeff Lurie, member on duty." No I.D.s
as a marketing opportunity.
chairman of the Student Coun- were presented.
But by the time organizers of
3. "Ballots will be initialized
cil Election Commission,
the
fair began approaching cor"Twenty-five sealed absentee by the SC member on duty
porations
last semester, they
AccorDistribution."
to
ballots were given to Kadri. prior
found
that
it was too late for
ballots
"The
Lurie,
to
ding
the
baseball
These he took to
any company to undertake
team which was going to be were signed only after they were
something of that magnitude.
returned, not before. This was
away during the election."
Next year's fair will.benefit
The ballots Kadri were given done because Paul didn't know Alison Little who lost in an extremely close Student Council presidential
distribution
of
in
the
some
irregularities
Paul
Kadri.
Despite
election to
were not distributed properly
ballots, Little decided not to appeal to the Elections Commission.
since they broke the Election
Continued on Page 7
Continued on Page 3

Hopkins Site of Toxic Scare

No Appeal Made on
Presidential Election

Spring Fair:
No 10k Run,
No Concert
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With Prices From
866,500 and 101/2% Fixed
Rate Financing,Townehome
City Livingjust
Became Affrdable.
PRIVACY AND LUXURY JUST
MINUTES FROM DOWN TOWN.
Ryland Homes proudly announces
Gallagher Park near Homeland, a new
townehome community planned to accommodate your lifestyle
in features, surroundings
and convenience.
2or3bedrooms, up to
21/2 baths, eat-in kitchens
& formal dining rooms,
private master suites. . .
the list goes on, and every
I i.ii
feature is built with the
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,
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_
quality and superb
standards you'd expect
from Ryland Homes.
All this in a colonial,
beautifully landscaped
community, convenient to
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the York Rd. corridor, recreation,
shopping, entertainment, and
transportation to the harbor, demands
your attention. Come visit Gallagher
Park near Homeland today—you'll
/A k ,06
Till find all you've been lookgiriv .‘ai mg for.
74, Directions: From Down_zidjp r, town take Charles Street
i's,\1 4 North to right on Northern
Parkway. Turn right on
Bellona Avenue.Turn right
on York Road to models.
From 1-695, take
Charles Street South to
left on Northern Pkwy.
Turn right onto Bellona.
Turn right on York to
models. Open 11-6 daily.
Phone 435-2302.

The Founder Series, pricedfrom $66,500.

Gallagher Park

103/4%
annual percentage rate

EQUAi Housing

Opportunities

4:01:11YLANCI
HOMES
BUILT FOR LIFE
NW
111011101.041
RION OWINS-(0181114 MMUS

The Ryland Group,Inc. Baltimore Division 25 W.Chesapeake Ave. Towson,Md.21204 (301)821-5311
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Council to Hold Forum on
Budget Cuts in Student Aid
by Bill Riesen
Proposed cuts in federal aid
to students will be the topic of
a Student Council Forum next
Monday. Director of Financial
Aid Susan Broadbent will attend the meeting, which will be
held in the dorm social lounge.
"The forum will give us a
good factual overview; then it
will be up to us to decide what
we should do about the cuts,"
said Council President Jon
Lana, who announced the
forum at the Council meeting
Wednesday. Lana, who has
given periodic updates to the
council on the progress of the
cuts in Congress, explained that
the proposed budget is currently out of committee in the
Senate and is likely to be
reworked on the senate floor. It
is still in committee in House.
Richard Pan, president of the
Hopkins House of Commons,
suggested to the Council that a
referendum on the issue be included on the class elections
ballot.
"You need to show that you
have the support of a large
number of students. . .that the
whole student body is really involved," he said. The council
made no decision on the
referendum at the Wednesday
meeting.
Lana said he favored an individual studernt approach to
opposing the cuts. "I would
rather see them show support
by coming to the forum Monday and writing to their congressional representatives. . ,"
he said. "What we need is
specific examples—people
writing to say, 'This is how
much federal aid I'm getting
and this much will be cut, and
if it is cut I won't be able to go
to school here."
Lana said that the University Office of Governmental Affairs is lobbying against the
cuts, and that "there are
rumors" that University President Steven Muller may testify
before the U.S. House on the
the issue. "I think people are
starting to gear up to oppose
the cuts on a university level,"
Lana said, "but it really hasn't
gone that far yet."
Also at the Council meeting:
*Representatives of the Course
Guide questioned a Student Activities Commission decision to
save money by having the semiannual curriculum review
published in a newspaper instead of a magazine format.
Colin Phoon, editor-in-chief of
the Course Guide, cited the
steady growth of the publication, which now receives 180
packets of questionnaires and
140 professors' statements to
review.
"We are improving. I think
many people agree with that,
and to send us back to a
newspaper format would be a
bad move," said Phoon.
Council Vice-President
Kathie Eubanks agreed, saying,
"After all the improvements
that have happened in the past
few years, it seems kind of
pointless to make them take a

step backwards."
Managing Editor Bethany
Schwartz argued that, unlike
many SAC groups, the Course
Guide serves nearly all Hopkins
undergraduates. She said that
the magazine appearance contributed to growing student and
faculty respect and support for
the publication,
SAC Chairman Dwight
Wilson said that there is simply too little money in the SAC
budget to continue to support
the Course Guide in magazine
format. "We have to choose
between funding the Course
Guide as a magazine instead of
a newspaper and funding some
groups to exist at all," he said.
Both sides of the debate
agreed with Junior Class President Paul Donio, who remarked, "I think this is part of a
larger problem—that there is
not enough money for student
activities. The SAC budget for
next year is effectively for the
same amount as this year, approximately $121,000, or about
$50 per student."
Pan noted that, "SAC
budget increases certainly don't
keep pace with tuition increases." The Council briefly
considered separating the
source of activities funding
from university tuition by
charging a student activities fee.
*Spring Fair co-Chairmen
Bryce Quayle and Mike
Vogelbaum reported that with
two weeks remaining before the
fair, preparations are proceeding on schedule. "Now's
when all the fun starts. . .,"
said Vogelbaum. "See you at

the fair!"
*Public Interest Investment
Advisory Committee representative Brad Marks reported on
the committee's recent activities. PIIAC passes resolutions recommending what position the university should take
on stockholders' concerns in
the companies in which the
university owns stock.
Among the resolutions approved by PIIAC were: a
minority economic development resolution for corporations to provide data on the
number of minority and
women suppliers, a resolution
requiring corporations to report
the value of space weapons contracts, and a resolution requiring corporations operating in
North Ireland to furnish
statistics on the number of
Catholics and Protestants
hired.
At its next meetings, on April
5 and 12, PIIAC will consider
South African isues and
divestment.
The Board of Trustees
recently passed the North
Ireland and minority economic
development resolutions,
Marks said. The Board also approved a resolution directing
firms to 'establish ethical
criteria for adopting military
contracts," but abstained on
one to report activities on space
weapons.
The Trustees voted down
another requiring banks to
report on loans to developing
nations, and failed a resolution
to establish criteria for adopting nuclear weapons contracts.

areas finest

from this experience, as a sufficient cushion of time could be
allocated to potential large
sponsors by initiating negotiations in October, according to
Vogelbaum.
Two groups had been considered for this year's fair, but
owing to the funding problems
the committee "never made a
firm commitment," said
Vogelbaum. General Public
was one, but at first was not in
the Baltimore market according
to a survey of radio stations.
Southside Johnny was also
considered.
Vogelbaum says that the
night entertainment for this
year's fair will be upgraded due
to the absent concert. He mentioned "big attractions" to be
announced next week.
The ROTC race component
of Spring Fair will also be missing this year. The race had
traditionally been supported
through a large sponsorship
from the beer company handling the fair. This sponsorship
was not permanent and changed every year.
This year's run had no beer
company sponsorship. The fair
chairs were willing to rebudget

and find money to support the
race, according to Vogelbaum.
The ROTC, by that time,
thought it was too late to fully
publicize and decided not to
run the race. Permanent sponsorship of Spring Fair race is
being sought by a running shoe
manufacturer to insure its
presence next year.
The Fair Games, a new addition to this year's Spring Fair,
will be "an effort to encourage
increased participation in the
Hopkins community" according to Spring Fair organizers.
All persons affiliated with the
Johns Hopkins University are
invited to participate.
The competition will be
organized into five member
teams, either male, female, or
co-ed. Preliminary rounds will
begin Saturday, April 20, at
1:00 p.m. and will include a
flipper-cone relay, a tricycle
relay race, and a tug-of-war.
The top teams in each
category will advance to the
Sunday finals at 1:00 p.m. The
final four events will include a
limbo contest, an obstacle
course, a six-legged race, and a
water relay. Winning teams in
each category will compete in a
dress-up relay for the grand
prize.
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HAIR STUDIO

next to
wolman hall

call for appointments:

338-1126

OPEN FOR YOU

3380124
3333 N CHARLES STREET

PAUL RI I

WEDNESDAY NOON SERIES
presented by
The Johns Hopkins University Office of Special Events

"EGYPT AND THE BIBLE"
A lecture by
Hans Goedicke,
professor of Near Eastern Studies
Johns Hopkins University

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10, 12 NOON
Garrett Room, Milton S. Eisenhower Library
Homewood Campus
FREE ADMISSION

PINE BROOK CHINESE'
RESTAURANT
kithern SzeChuan Stile"ine

1011 W. 36th Street
Baltimore, Maryland

467-2499
Both the Baltimore Sun and
Baltimore Sun Magazine have
recommended our food. Come
visit us and try our delicious
Chinese food for a price you will
love.
All priced below $500
Open Daily 5:00-11:00 p.m.
Eat in or carr out.

SHAKESPEARE
NEVER KNEW
PILOT PEN.

No Race or Concert,
But Games at Fair
Continued from Page 1
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He wrote beautifully without our
Razor Point marker pen and Precise Rolling Ball. . .
but imagine what he might have written With them.
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You may not be a
Shakespeare but with a Pilot
Razor Point there's no telling what
you could do. The Razor
Point's durable plastic
point conveys every word
in o smooth,thin unbroken
flow. Express your
individual personality with
every stroke.
Only 98'

got
P

The perfect companion to the
Razor Point is also the ultimate in.
rolling ball technology. The liquid ink
of the Pilot Precise flows
smoothly. Dries instantly.
Its tungsten carbide ball,
offenng the strength of
a ballpoint, insures a
controlled non-skip stroke
—even through carbons.
Only $1.19.

rPILOT

RAZOR
-. POINf
maim pen

JHU BOOKSTORE
BARNES & NOBLE
BOOKSTORES
338-8317

PILOT

oreeise
Rolling Boas

Monday-Thursday
9-6:30
Friday
9-4
Saturday
10-2
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FIGHT THE
BUDGET CUTS!
The Proposed Federal Cuts to Education will:
*Place a $4000 ceiling on Federal aid to any
student
Take nearly 2.4 million Federal Dollars away
from Hopkins
and
Prevent over 600 undergraduate and 170
graduate students from returning to Hopkins
next year.
Come to

An Information and
Strategy Session

0

0

0

Sponsored by

The Student Council
0

with Guest Speaker

Susan Broadbent,
Director of Financial Aid, JHU.

Monday, April 8, 1985
AMR I Multi-Purpose Room
7:30 PM
0110
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Scare
Career Day to Feature MU Alumni Toxic
Ungrounded
by Greg Hung

A career day for Homewood
students co-sponsored by the
Placement Bureau and the Student Council Career Advising
Committee has been scheduled
for Friday, April 12. It will be
the first such event at
Homewood in recent times.
In describing the format of
the event, Career Advising
Committee Chairman Joff
Masukawa said, "It's going to
be very informal. Students can
approach guests and ask
specific questions."
The guests include a diverse
group of Hopkins alumni currently residing in the Baltimore
area and representatives from
Homewood. Among the Hopkins alumni are professionals
such as investment representatives, engineers, professors,
physicians, and attorneys.
Some specific guests mentioned by Masukawa include
Maureen Golden, Director of
Career Services at SAIS; Bonnie Neumann, Academic Internship Coordinator at
Homewood; and Kathy Perkins, Placement Bureau
Representative from Homewood.
Masukawa said, "I strongly
encourage undergraduates and
interested graduate students to
stop by and take advantage of
this marvelous opportunity. It's
not often that you have an opportunity to approach such a
large and diverse group of
alumni."
In addition to an opportunity to ask alumni questions in

the Great Hall, films will be
shown in the L-V Room on
topics such as interviewing
techniques and resume writing.
Various pamphlets will also be
available. One is an addendum
of new internships available for
this summer and next fall.
"These," Masukawa added,
"will be hot off the press."
The idea for Career Day
originated in the Placement
Bureau as a practice termed
"alumni networking." In this
still current program, interested
alumni can leave their name,
occupation, and address with
the Placement Bureau which
makes this information
available to students interested
in contacting them. "Alumni
networking is still in effect, but
with Career Day we are bringing the alumni to the students,"
Masukawa said. He gave three
main goals of alumni networking:
•to provide an opportunity
to communicate with profes-

sionals regarding work environments, advancement, and
benefits of a given profession.
•to pravide an opportunity
for alumni to share their
expertise.
•to provide an opportunity
for students to find out what a

particular profession is really
like before entering the job
Continued from Page 1
market.
The Career Day will be held
on Friday, April 12, in the of the construction, they were
Great Hall from 11 a.m. to 3 unable to finish their job and
they had to return on Saturday.
p.m.
Mr. Scot Keyes of the Office
of Safety and Environmental
Health said that the problem
arose because the university was
freshman Kathleen Carney. unaware that the company had
These students reviewed each to return on Saturday. "The
line, correcting grammatical er- contractor should have notified
rors and changing out-dated in- us that he was coming back on
formation. According to Saturday," said Keyes. "One
Farina, the committee tried to good thing did result from the
"emphasize the positive aspects entire exercise," he continued.
of Hopkins, while downplaying "At least we had a good runthrough of our emergency prothe negative ones."
Several sections required ma- cedures is such a situation of iljor changes. The section legal dumping should ever
describing Baltimore was par- arise. We did everything that
ticularly inadequate according should have been done in the
to committee members. The ad- case of a real emergency.
vantages the city offers to col- Everything was disposed of
lege students were not stressed legitimately and everything is
safe. There was never a threat
nearly enough.
of a health hazard."

Lit. to Be Changed
by Frank Caprio
The JHU Undergraduate
Prospectus for prospective
freshmen, A Closer Look, will
have a new look soon. Last
December, an ad-hoc committee was formed under the
leadership of Jerry Schnydman,
Dean of Admissions, to update
and revise the booklet which
gives college applicants their
first impression of Hopkins.
The committee, organized
with the help of Student Council President Jon Lana, consisted of senior Doug Gordimer, junior Jim Farina, and

SC Approves
SAC Seal
Recipients
On March 20, the Student
Activities Commission selected
the 28 graduating students who
will be this year's recipients of
the Student Activities Seals.
Student Activity Seals are
awarded to approximately 56/o
of the members of the
graduating class for their exemplary service to their class
and school through participation in student activities.
This year's _recipients are:
Margot Abels
William Abrams
David Biderman
Patrick Capuano
James Clancy
Eileen Fitzgerald
Wendy Golden
Karen Goll
Douglas Gordimer
Laurence Huang
Barry Hummel
Randy Lanham
Jon Lana
Stephen Levine
Mark Margolin
Charles Maute
Karen Montague
Lisa Nalven
Claudia Pasche
Colin Phoon
Allyson Poska
Stephen Salzer
Sharon Sirota
Steven Troy
Michael Vogelbaum
Katie Weisman
Dwight Wilson
Robert Zeldin

A

s soon as you get a job, you could
get the American Express's C1ard. .
If you're a senior, all you need is
to accept a $10,000 career-oriented job.
That's it. No strings. No gimmicks.(And
even if you don't have a job right now,
don't worry. This offer is still good up to
12 months after you graduate.)Why is
American Express making it easier for
you to get the. Card right now?
-Well, simply stated, we believe in your future. And as you
go up the ladder, we can help—
in a lot of ways.

The Card can help you begin to
establish your credit history. And,for
business, the Card is invaluable for
travel and restaurants. As well as shopping for yourself.
.Of course, the American Express
Card is recognized around the world.
So you are too.
So call 1-800-528-4800 and ask to
— have a Special Student Application sent to you. Or look for one
on campus.
The American Express Card.
Don't leave school without it.sm
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Class Officer Candidates Speak to 3 at Forum
by A.J. Alshab
On Wednesday at 6:00 p.m.
in Shriver Hall, candidates for
the offices of the classes of '86
and '87 took part in the first
candidates' forum. The forum
was poorly attended; only three
people attended who were not
running for office, including
Margaret Kappel, from the SC
election commission who
chaired the forum.
A candidates' forum for the
class of '88 was held
simultaneously in the social
lounge of AMR II.
The low turnout was blamed
by the SC Elections Commission on poor publicity. Because
of the turnout, the forum only lasted an hour.
Most speeches consisted of
an introduction of past experience, followed by an affirmation of enthusiasm, concluded by asking if there were any
questions. No questions were
raised during the forum.
Speeches were given in order
of class, then office. Paul
Donio, presidential candidate
for the senior class, discussed
his experience as incumbent
president and stressed social activities for the upcoming year.
Scheduled activites, according
to Donio, include "a dry crab
feast, which means that you
will have to bring your own
frisbee." Donio also mentioned the senior trip. "Our class
should make loads of money at
the Spring Fair and we're going
to blow it all next year." Donio
also stated that, "I deserve a lot
of the credit for promoting the
idea of a fall break."
Kathie Eubanks, who is also
running for senior class president, commented that, "Although I lack involvement as a
member of our class board, I
have been involved in offices of
organizations that are aimed at
helping the entire university."
She stressed the need for "good
representation on the graduation speaker selection and the
class trip decisions so that
everyone's opinions on the matters are heard." Eubanks also
noted that "as an officer in
high school, I have experienc-

ed planning a cruise for several
hundred people, and I am willing to work over the summer to
get things ready for our class."
Senior vice-president candidates spoke next:
Jennifer Kidd stated, "I'm
drawing on my enthusiasm. I
really want to get involved."
Judy Murphy spoke next,
saying she "enjoyed working
on the SC committees the last
couple of years and the HOP."
Terry Ryan commented,
"I've been socially active in a
frat and club. I'm really enthusiastic about being an
officer."
Secretarial candidate Valerie
Jacobson noted that, "I've
been secretary for the past three
years, so I have the experience.
Tell everyone to vote for me."
She is the only formal secretarial candidate for the senior
class.
The senior student representative candidates, Alison Little
and Ngozi Osuagwu spoke
next.
Little pointed out that, "I
have been working with the
Council for some time and I'm
prepared to work hard for the
class."
Osuagwu pointed out that,
"I have many resources to draw
from, since I belong to different
activities." She also stated, "I
have had experience organizing
different functions, but the
main point is to get involvement from the senior class."
Candidates for the class of
'87 spoke next, starting with the
only presidential candidate,
Chris Verica. "My two main
objectives are fundraising and
improving communication. We
have a really big secret fundraiser that will be revealed in
the fall." Verica blamed the
nominal turn-out "on lack of
communication, not student
apathy."
Vice-presidential candidate,
Socoroo Alcalen, also running
unopposed, started by giving a
list of credentials and past positions, commenting, "I've really been involved the past two
years and would like to concentrate my efforts on helping our
class as vice-president."

Srikar Reddy, running alone
for the office of secretary,
stated, "I have been sitting
around for the past two years.
I have a lot of energy and enthusiasm and I want to go!"
The final speakers were the
candidates for class representatives for the class of '87:
Grace Chen started by pointing out that "freshman year I
worked extensively on SC committees." Added Chen,"I can
work with the people in the Student Council to get things done
for our class."
Andrew Chun spoke next. "I
can do a good job because I'm
sincerely interested in improving social life at Hopkins."
Added Chun,"I can contribute
dedication, experience, and
enthusiasm."
"I'm really looking forward
to working with people in
Council," commented Roger
Cryan, who spoke next. "I'd
like to get involved in the Student Council."
"Since no incumbents are
running, I decided to run in
order to make sure that we have
responsible leadership in the
Student Council," stated
hopeful Ed Fee. Fee concluded
by commenting on student
apathy towards school politics.
Londa Holsinger spoke next.
"I'm running because I want to
help class officers with their
super-duper, top-secret fundraiser." Holsinger added, "I
know all of the campus and
want to represent our class in
the Student Council."
Rachelle LaForce started by
saying, "I've played basketball
and tutored among other activites, so I know the campus
well." Commented LaForce,
"I'm ready to work on the
Council."
Brad Marks said that,"I can
provide leadership, and I have
worked on organizing projects
such as the South African
speakers and other lecture
series."
Lloyd Melnick concluded the
forum by saying, "I can do a
good job since I know many
different groups of people from
frats and various clubs."

Class Officer Candidates
Candidates for the Class of 1986
President
Katherine Eubanks

Paul Donio
Vice President

Judy Murphy
Terry Ryan

Louis Griffel
Jennifer Kidd
Treasurer
Neil Worrall
Secretary
Valerie Jacobson
Student Representatives

Ngozi Osuagwu

Allison Little
Kevin Tully

Candidates for the Class of 1987
President
Chris Verica
Vice President
Socorro Alcalen
Treasurer
No candidates
Secretary
Srikar Reddy
Student Representatives
Mark Komisky
Rachelle La Force
Brad Marks
Lloyd Melnick
Dave Shade

Grace Chen
Andrew B. Chun
Roger Martin Cryan
Ed Fee
Londa Holshinger

Candidates for the Class of 1988

Campus Crime Report
Larceny
Between 10 a.m. on March
8 and 10 a.m. on March 9, someone removed twenty cassettes valued at $100 from an
unlocked car in the
Homewood garage.
The complainant reports
that $80 in coins was removed from the coin machine in
the game room, Levering
Hall, between 8 p.m. on
March 7 and 9 a.m. on March
8. The machine had apparently been overturned for coins
to fall out.
While on routine patrol,
Security officers discovered
that a parking meter had been
taken from area No. 4,
sometime overnight between
March 14 and March 15.
Value $200.

The complainant reports
that sometime between 9:30
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on March
15 someone removed his
wallet from his coat which he
had placed on a chair in room
439 in Gilman Hall which was
unlocked. The wallet and personal papers were placed at a
value of $15.
The complainant reports
that a desk top telephone was
taken from room 206 in
Gilman Hall sometime between 3:30 p.m. on March 15
and 4 p.m. on March 16. The
value was $140.

The complainant reports
that around noon on March
15, he left his leather jacket on

the first floor of Wolman Hall
near a telephone. He immediately returned to the
location and his jacket was
gone. The jacket was valued
at $100 and was returned after
a $50 reward was posted.
The complainants report
that sometime between March
5 and March 20, unknown
persons removed currency
from two separate storage
cabinets. Forty dollars was
removed from one cabinet
and one hundred twenty
dollars from the other.
The complainant reports
that a Texas Instruments
calculator valued at $18 was
taken from a desk top in
Gilman Hall sometime between March 8 and March 18.
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SC Committee Says
Fall Break Needed
Continued from Page 1

are 63 class days, but in the fall
there are 65.
Having completed the job
for which it was originally
created, the Fall Break committee was changed into the Committee for Calendar Changes.
Although its staff is primarily
the same, Donio and Goodman
are still co-chairman, the Committee will now lobby with the
Administration for the implementation of some form of
fall calendar change.
"We're not sure how the administration will react, but we
feel that the report accurately
reflects the opinion of the
students," said Donio. "It also
shows that if an individual has
an idea and acts on it, he can
have an impact on important
issues," he added.

students, the questionnaire
received more responses than
any other questionnaires of its
kind," said Donio.
"Over 20% of the student
body filled out the questionnaire; of these, almost 95%
favored some form of student
input on the academic calendar.
"The support for the two
types of fall break which were
proposed, a mid-semester break
and a pre-exam open period,
received almost identical support. 76.2% favored a midsemester break, and 75.3%
favored a reading period at the
end of the semester. In order to
accomodate such a change,
58.1% of the students surveyed
would be willing to start one
week earlier, 28.2% would be
willing to start less than one
week earlier, and 13.7% would
not be willing to start the
semester earlier.
The results of the second
survey, which was more
qualitative than quantitative,
provided the committee with
valuable comparative information. Although Dr. Ghislaine
of
Director
Godenne,
Psychiatric Services at
Hopkins, feels that a fall break
in which students could return
home would not be a solution
to the problem of academic
stress and pressure, several of
the institutions reported that a
break at both the middle
and/or end of the semester has
become essential.
Indeed, one East coast college reported that "The faculty at colleges once bitterly opposed this sort of mini-vacation
now embrace it with glee [after
5 years] and wouldn't give it up
for the world." Another institution quite similar to
Hopkins reported that both student performance and attitude
improved after the creation of
a fall break.
Although it is almost universally agreed that the present
structure of the fall calendar
places undue and unhealthy
pressure on students, each alternative calendar raises its own
particular problems. The first
calendar which the Fall Break
committee proposed includes a
one-week break during the middle of October and a four-day
reading period before exams.
To accomodate such a change,
moving-in day would be one
week earlier, Orientation would
be shortened by one day, and
one class and one exam day
would have to be eliminated.
A second proposal would institute an extended weekend
during October and a reading
period before exams by
overlapping registration with
classes and without starting the
semester earlier. This proposal,
however, would reduce Orientation to three days and might
cause problems with registration and classes occurring
,simultaneously.
The final proposal would accomplish the same extended
weekend and reading period by
reducing the total number of
class days; in the spring there

Election Results Stand
Continued from Page 1
the exact number needed."
Of the 25 ballots given to
Kadri, 21 had been filled out.
All were votes for Kadri.
As to whether there had been
any electioneering, Lurie
stated, "I don't know whether
a non-partisan person handed
out the ballots, but I think so."
When Little requested that
the absentee votes be disregarded, the Elections Commission
voted unanimously that they
should not be counted, changing Kadri's majority from 25 to
4 votes.
Although the by-laws had
Larry Vorz
been violated, Little decided
Student Council President-elect
not to file a complaint asking
Paul Kadri who won by only four
a new election, saying, "I
for
votes over Alison Little three weeks
was
simply exhausted from all
ago. It later was revealed that Kadri
the
campaigning, and was
had improperly distributed some
behind academically, but now
ballots.

I wonder if! should have."
When asked if a request for
another election would have
been honored, Lurie stated,
"We had done what was proper in not counting the absentee
ballots, but it didn't make any
real difference. I think calling
for a new election would have
been a little severe, so I probably wouldn't have honored
such a request."
The main culprit in the incident was "inexperience of the
Elections Commission and a
lack of communication," according to Little, since the emission had been shaken-up by
Rotelli's resignation. "I don't
think that Paul was trying to
out-fox anybody," added Little. "He was just guilty by
association."
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You're on the bridge of a 200million-dollar Ntivy destroyer
ploughing through the choppy
waters of the South China Sea.
And you're in charge.
You're ready for the responsibility because you're a Navy Officer
With more authority than

1111.11111116r.,,_

,.
most corporations will ever
give you at 22.
The rewards are greater,too.
With acg-reat starting salary of
$17,700. A comprehensive package
of benefits. And an increase up
to as much as $31,N(1 after four
years with regular promotions

and pay raises.
There's more to learn in the
Navy.-About yourself and abouta
career that can last a lifetime. GO
everything you're capable of
the start when you start in the
Navy.-See your Navy Recruiter or
CALL 800-327-NAVY.

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
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Spring Fever, JHU Style
It's springtime at Johns Hopkins, identified primarily by the cherry blossoms, the
mud, and the hoards of pre-professional
students wiling away their free time within
the confines of the Stanley H. Kaplan
Center. To the trained observer, however,
there are numerous other indicators of the
sunny season.

houses, apartment buildings, and condominiums may finally uncover a quaint little place that will be home for six more
semesters of agony. Not-so-adventuresome
freshman will discover next fall what great
salespeople the Housing Office personnel
are, when they discover that they're sharing
their rooms with quaint little six-legged
creatures.

sign a contract for a single unit
in the second contract signing
session. I was number 137 on
this list. Obviously "a few"
people decided not to take
university housing. Rather than
being "pleased to announce"
so many contract signing sessions, the Housing Office
should reevaluate why the need
arises in the first place. In view
of my different housing opportunities that little brick building
looks very attractive. But if it
isn't put up for auction and my
pocketbook can't handle the
cost of living in a decent
neighborhood, you'll know
who the guy in the tent is.
Madhav Kavuru

ARA Comments
To the Editor:

As this year and my experience with ARA nears its
end, I would like to reflect on
some things that never made
sense to me. First of all, how
did we survive this long? At the
beginning of the year as an
The signs of Spring Fair, that annual
Finally, the widespread apathy for which emaciated freshman I asked:
transgression into fun and debauchery, are
beginning to appear around Homewood."A undergraduates are noted will probably be Where's the juice? Well it cerTouch of the Tropics," it seems, will resem- heartily demonstrated in the upcoming class tainly wasn't in the juice
machine for a long time. In
ble fairs of years past, except there will be elections. If the Candidates' Forum for up- those days I remember telling
no concert and no 10K Run. We assume perclassmen, held last Monday night, is any myself: Be patient, they are
there will be the standard widespread com- indication of the impending voter turnout, bound to fix it soon. The juice
mercialism, though, and delectable delicacies Student Council and class activities should is back now, but I'm not sure
such as Chipwich ice cream and Polish prove very interesting next year. Present at when it returned; we have such
sausages will be available. That's all right— the meeting (besides candidates): one News- short term memories when it
we're all budding little capitalists, anyway. Letter reporter, one person running the comes to food.
Some other changes have
event, and one candidate's friend.
also taken place. Little tables
with place settings have appeared. Why? If it's to remind
Adventuresome freshman are discovering
Ah, well, at least Hopkins students are me of what I'm missing, they
the wonders of Charles Village in search of
can save their energy, I already
a place to spend their final three years here. consistent.
know. If they really want to imAfternoons spent perusing through row
prove the atmosphere they can
decorate the tables we use, not
the ones that collect dust.
Another .issue of more imfor
mediate concern questions the
seem to have. The air is no suggest that it be put up
Little Building
make
a
right
of ARA to leave an ice
surely
would
longer chilly but in the coming auction. I
I
months
machine
broken for several
preceding
bid!
In
the
winters
they
might
appreciate a
To the Editor:
place to warm up. This might had a chance to sign a contract weeks; putting a bucket of ice
Every day on my way to and also help prevent student for a University-owned double out is not an acceptable solufrom
warming room at the first contract sign- tion. In theory everyone should
from classes I notice a quaint patrols
little brick building adjacent to themselves too often inside the ing session. Unfortunately, I use a scoop, but in reality many
AMR I and the Homewood dormitories while innocent had a chance to see the rooms people grab their glass and
House. It seems like such a students like me walk available beforehand. True, plunge it into the ice. The point
there were several very nice
waste for it to lie unused. I sug- unprotected.
but I was number 36.
rooms,
On
the other hand, if the
gest that it be converted into a
I received a letter inRecently
university
finds no reason to
"home base" for the multitude
me
I had the option to
forming
renovate
the
now
little
we
building, I
of security personnel
Eileen Fitzgerald

is, whether they use a scoop or
not, the potential for the spread
of a virus is increased. One
would think that after damaging rumors of food poisoning
resulting from some type of
viral epidemic, ARA would
tread more carefully; alas, their
memory is just as short as ours.
Another thing I can never get
used to is the concept of
rotating cereals. Just as I grow
used to one it dissappears. This
is the only university I know of
with such a shamefully small
variety of cereals. Even
students, of all people, have
certain standards. It seems
everything is improving; after
all, someone is writing
responses out to suggestions.
Perhaps, but the ink in that person's pen will run out some
day. The fact is, ARA isn't
bound to do anything. A
resolution should be drafted by
students of minimum standards
we expect. On the whole ARA
has been more than satisfactory
when the cereal was in the
cereal dispensers, the juice in
the juice machine, the milk in
the milk machines, and the
salad bar was fully stocked, but
the lapses make up for the good
service in the interim. If a
resolution isn't drafted I'm sure
next year's freshmen class will
experience the same roller
coaster of a year in food service
that we did.

Letters

Madhav Kavuru

Co-sponsorship
To the Editor:
The last issue of the NewsLetter stated that the Martin
Luther King, Jr. Lectureship is
sponsored by the Black Student
Union. This is only partically
correct. The MLK Lectureship
is co-sponsored with the Student Council.
Thank you,
Karen L. Montague
Executive Chairperson
Black Student Union
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Here and Now Briefs: Top-Secret Weapons
by Maxwell Glen and Cody
Shearer
WASHINGTON—If the Pentagon has its way this year,
nearly $10 billion in tax dollars
could go to top-secret programs
over which the public has little
or no control. That is the contention of the Washingtonbased Center for Defense Information in light of the private
research group's analysis of
Defense Department classified
budget requests for 1986.
According to the Center, the
Pentagon's $9.8 billion proposal for secret weapons
research and procurement is
more than one and a half times
the amount appropriated by
Congress for 1985 and more
than double the allocation for
1984. The Center estimates that
"black," or secret, program
needs will total $11 billion in
1987.
Although the existence of an
advanced bomber program,
better know as Stealth, has
been essentially acknowledged
by the Defense Department,
only the armed services involved know the exact nature of the
secret projects for which they
have given such names as
Prairie Schooner, Bernie, and
Constant Pieces. The Center
contends, however, that much
of the money is intended for intelligence and communications
programs as well as weapons
procurement (ipcluding nuclear
missiles) that has otherwise slipped from the publicly-disclosed
portion of the Pentagon's
budget.
Gene La Rocque, the retired

rear admiral who runs the than in the past. Overall, the
Center, says that the Reagan IRS audited returns at a rate of
administration's shift to secret 127 per 10,000 in 1984, down
programs marks a reversal in from 150 per 10,000 in 1983.
Pentagon policy stretching over Yet in 1984 the IRS audited 4
the previous twenty years."We percent of those who'd earned
used to hide a little money for $50,000 or more, up from 2.6
the CIA, but we never dream- percent in 1983. Corporations
ed of hiding big sums from the with assets exceeding $100
public," recalled La Rocque, million were also more likely
who was a top Navy planner than before to be called on the
during the Kennedy and carpet by the IRS; about 71 perJohnson administrations. He cent of this group was audited
said that, in the view of former in 1984, up from 58 percent in
defense secretary Robert 1983. ** * * *
McNamara, full disclosure of
Apparently the White House
military programs was essential
to the Pentagon's overall goal: didn't care what the Commerce
deterrence. McNamara's approach was followed by every
successive defense secretary until Caspar Weinberger, La Rocque added.
To date, of course, there's
been open debate as well as bidding for involvement in the
research program that seems to
have the Russians most
upset—the Strategic Defense
Initiative, better known as
"Star Wars." But La Rocque
says that, if preliminarily successful, SDI would probably go
underground. In the meantime,
he predicted, the increasingly
covert portion of the defense
budget could further undermine public confidence in the
Pentagon and even hurt relations between the services,
which always want to know
what one another are doing.

Department had .to say about developed the code of conduct
the effect of President Reagan's for foreign companies that have
decision to terminate "volun- interests in South Africa.
tary" restrictions on Japanese Although no agreements were
automobile imports. Com- announced, Sullivan is said to
merce predicts that the be preparing a new, stricter set
Japanese share of the U.S. car of guidelines.
"If something isn't done to
market will rise from 20 percent
about full equality of opbring
to 34 percent, and that 110
socially, economicalportunity
jobs.
their
autoworkers will lose
ly, and politically for the black
population of South Africa,
*****
there will be no return from
At a meeting in England last chaos," Sullivan declared.
week, reprsentatives of major "Time is running out.
corporations sat down with the Businesses and government
Reverend Leon Sullivan, the must play their role in helping
American clergyman who to bring [a] solution."

*****

The Internal Revenue Service
is auditing an even smaller
share of personal tax returns

"Hold your tray real still and I bet we can'jet your lunch to jump back over."

*****************************************************************1*******

News-Letter General Staff Meeting
7 PM Sunday, April 14, 1985

:To conduct elections for next year's Editorial Board
We need to have all staff members present to vote!
They'll be your editors so it's in your interest!
Your vote can make the difference!
Besides...

It

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED!
Weekly Editorial Board meeting will be held at 6 PM.
*************************************************************************
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CONTRARY TO POPULAR BELIEF
THE GILMAN COFFEE SHOP
LIVES

Gilman Coffee Shop
LOGO
CONTEST
$100 CASH for best T-shirt design depicting G.C.S.
Submit all entries to Shelley Albrecht
SAC Office by 4 pm, April 15th
The winner will be announced on April 18 at 3 pm at the
Coffee Shop and also the April 19th News-Letter.
Gilman Coffee Shop employees are not eligible to enter.

Hector Gonzalez, where are you?
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THE FINE ARTS COMMITTEE PRESENTS THE

HOPKINS ART
SHOW

The National Premedical
Honor Society
OPEN TO SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS

DUE APRIL 10, 1985
INFO AND APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE AT ROOM 103,
MERRYMAN HALL THE
PREMED OFFICE
or call
Kara 338-7819
Jennifer 338-8301
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Books
Biological Determinism Scientifically Defeated
by Donn Colby
Not in Our Genes by R.C.
Lewontin, Steven Rose, and
Leon J. Kamin; Pantheon
Books; 322 pp.; $8.95.

Excerpt
"The growth of biological
determinist thought and
argument in the early 1970s
was precisely a response to
the militant demands that increasingly could not be met.
It was an attempt to deflect
the force of their pressure by
denying their legitimacy.
The demand by blacks for
equal economic reward and
social status, ills claimed, is
illegitimate because blacks
are biologically less capable
of dealing with the high
abstractions that bring high
rewards. The demand of
women for equality is unwarranted because male
domination has been built
into our genes by generations of evolution. The demand of parents for a
restructuring of schools to
educate their illiterate

If a society can be
characterized by the individuals
which make it up, and each individual's traits are determined
by his or her genes, then can it
be said that the characteristics,
of a society are directly attributable to the genetic
makeup of its individuals?
Biological determinism is an
ideology which answers "yes"
to this question. The authors of
Not in Our Genes, however, do
not agree. They draw from the
standpoints of biology,
sociology, and philosophy to
refute this and other beliefs of
biological determinism.
Reductionism is the idea that
any system can be fully explained by breaking it down to its individual components. By studying each separate component,
we can understand the entire flawed in that it does not consystem. Thus, the whole is the sider the fact that not only do
sum of its parts, nothing more ,individuals affect society, but
and nothing less. Biological society also affects individual
determinism is just a special behavior. Therefore, it is nora•
case of reductionism applied to process of linear causation, but
humans and human societies. It of complex interaction between
holds that all human actions the society and the individual
can be directly attributed to which determines the charactgenetics. It also holds that the eristics of the society.
actions of societies can be
The authors discuss several
directly attributed to the in- ways in which biological deterdividual people within them. By minist thinking is applied to the
deduction, the characteristics of real world. The most powerful
societies must then be determin- of these stems from a practice
ed by genetics. This logic is common in Western nations:

NOT
Ou
GENES

children cannot be met
because their children have
disfunctional brains. The
violence of blacks against
the property of landlords
and merchants is not the
outcome of the powerlessness of the propertyless but
the consequence of brain lesions. For each militancy,
there is an appropriately
tailored biologiacal explanation that deprives it of its
legitimacy.
Bilogical
deteminism is a powerful
and flexible form of 'blaming the victim.' As such,
we must expect it to beome
more prominent and diversified as the consciousness of
victimization grows while
the possibility of accommodating to demands,
shrinks."
•

BIOLOGY,
IDEOLOGY, AND
-U-MAN
NAIL RE

IQ testing. It is a fact that
children from poor and minoriR. C. LEWONTIN,
•
ty backgrounds tend to score
lower on intelligence tests than
STEVEN ROSE, AND
those from middle or upper
LEO \I J. KAMIN
class families. Biological determinists use this fact, along with
scientific studies, to conclude Which support the determinist schizophrenia. Biological deterthat differences between races view. Similar tactics are used to minists believe not only that all
and classes in intelligence test refute the notion that there are mental illnesses are biochemresults are genetically based. basic differences in intelligence ical in nature, but that they
The book argues convincingly ,and natural ability between are also genetically deteragainst this idea by pointing at males and females.
mined. The argument here
the inequities and racial biases
One other area of interest the centers on the role of
inherent in IQ tests and expos- authors discuss is mental iling the flaws in the studies lness, with emphasis on
Continued on Page 12

Friendships Take Wing in Wharton's Birdy
By Ron Zucker
NO‘N
MAJOR NIOTION PI('TI

A NON EL

WILLIAM WHARTON

-AN AMAZEMENT ENCli N Ft
ELECTK IFYINC; .Wi liv.
The krt.. York Times

;

Birdy, by William Wharton;
Avon Books; 343 pages; $3.50.
Some of you may have
already read this book (if so, of
course, you get an excused
absence from this review. You
must, however, get the notes).
This book has been published
before. Now, however, a movie
of it has been made and this
book is being published concurrently to promote both. When
the book was first released, it
was met with universally good
reviews. Who am I to argue?
Birdy is the story of two close
but unlikely friends, Al and
Birdy. Al is a classic Italianstyle jock. His uncle is a
mafiosi, a capo no less. His
father beats him up and his
mother is too quiet and weak to
say anything about. He looks
around him and sees that it's
not what he wants, but Al has
no place to go. So he lifts
weights and picks up girls. He
is nothing more than a
miniature of his "old man,"
Vittorio, only he wants to be
better, so he goes around getting better and pinning old Vittorio, literally and figuratively.
Birdy, on the other hand, is

a loner. His only interest is
birds. He doesn't care about
money, girls, sex, or anything
else but his birds. In birds, he
sees freedom. They fly, and to
Birdy, they have no limits. Birdy wants to fly, so he tries to
learn how. He works out and is
as physically well-equipped as
anyone to do it. Unfortunateit's impossible, so he dreams

he is a bird and he lives two
lives. As a boy in school, he's
named "Most Likely to Suck
Seed." As a bird, he flies and
loves.
All this could continue, but
into these two lives comes
World War II. Al is sent to
Europe. He finds, not advenContinued on Page 12

Excerpt
"I come down and talk to
fatface Weiss, here, and then
I start talking to you, Birdy,
about how it was with us
with the pigeons and all that
shit. You're some kind of
freaky bird looking out the
window, crouching on the
floor, not paying any attention to me.
'Hell, you're not even
listening now. We're both
Impossibly screwed-up, Birdy. I think maybe we put off
growing up a little too
long.'
I stop talking. What's the
use? What's the use of
anything? Nobody really
talks to anybody else
anyway, even if they aren't
crazy. Everybody's only

strutting around, pecking
and picking.
I close my eyes, put my
elbows on my knees, and
lean forward with my head
In my hands. I still can't put
any pressure on the left side.
I figure this is the last time
I'll see Birdy. I can't take it
anymore myself. Old
Weiss's going to figure it out
and lock me in one of these
bins soon.
I open my eyes and Birdy's standing up against the
bars. He has a big grin on his
face and he's looking
straight at me; his eyes aren't
even wiggling.
'Well, Al, you're just as
full of shit as ever.'

I • 1T%T
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Determinism Overpowered
Continued from Page 11
heritance in schizophrenia,
mainly due to the availability of
scientific data and studies on
this disease. Again the book
delivers convincing evidence to
support its view and refute that
of determinism.
There are many dangers in
biological determinist thinking,
and the authors of Not in Our
Genes are quick to point them

out. The ideology legitimizes
racism and class distinctions. It
states that equal education is
not necessary because children
are not all of equal intelligence.
The poor are kept in poverty by
their own genes. Minorities are
inferior to whites, so affirmative action programs are an
affront to nature. It is easy to
see how these beliefs can affect
social and political ideologies.
Taken to its frightening ex-

Literature for
the Birds
memories, while we also see
Birdy's memories.
Birdy is a touching book,
ture, but fear. After a life playhe's
discovers
he
the story of this friendship
superboy,
and
ing
a normal person and he just is both beautiful and beautifulwants out of the chaos of war. ly told. William Wharton
He gets his ticket out with the knows exactly how to appeal to
battle that blows half his face the common grounds of friendship in all of us. We all know
off.
been
has
the love that can develop betBirdy, meanwhile,
sent to Japan. He freaks out. ween friends. Mr. Wharton
He comes home after being hit shows us this love, but manages
and thinks he's a bird. He sits to make this come out in a new
in his cage and won't feed light. It would be easy to tug at
himself, but, rather, like a baby our heartstrings, but instead,
bird, must be fed. To try to Birdy shines new lights on those
crack the shell, the psychiatrist, heartstrings. With good
Weiss, calls in Al to talk to Bir- writing, an interesting plot, and
dy. The book is narrated by Al, good characters, I can't recomtalking about his childhood mend this book quite enough.
Continued from Page 11

treme, it supports eugenics
movements, such as Hitler's
quest for the master race.
One aspect of this book that
I particularly like is that the
authors do not adopt an
ideology exactly opposite from
biological determinism. The
aim of the book is not to
espouse its own theory, but only to refute popularly held
beliefs. The authors do offer
their own theory as to the
nature of human behavior, but
it is a broad theory which combines elements of many other
beliefs. The authors will be the
first to admit that there is still
so much that we do not know
about human behavior that any
theory would be incomplete at
best.
The authors of Not in Our
Genes all have impressive
backgrounds. R.C. Lewontin is
a professor of biology and
zoology at Harvard, Steven
Rose heads the biology department at London's Open
University, and Leon J. Kamin
is a Princeton psychology
professor.
Not in Our Genes offers convincing arguments on an interesting and controversial
topic. It adds new light to the
old nature versus nurture
debate. While it is not light
material, it will definitely
benefit all who read it.

Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1. In Search of Excellence, by T. J. Peters & R. H. Waterman Jr.
(Warner, $8.95.) A look at the secrets of successful business.
2. Poland, by James A. Michener.(Fawcett, $4.50.) A panoramic
view of 700 years of Poland's troubled history.
3. Dune, by Frank Herbert. (Berkley, $3.95.) First book of the
Dune series. Currently a motion picture.
_
4. Stones for lbarra, by Harriet Doerr. (Penguin, $4.95.)
Winner of the 1984 American Book Award for First Novel.
_ .
5. A Passage to India, by E. M. Forster. (HBJ, $3.95.)
A classic tale of passion in British India.
6. Pet Sematary, by Stephen King. (NAL/Signet, $4.50.)
King's latest horror tale in paperback.
7. Living, Loving and Learning, by Leo Buscaglia. (Fawcett,
$5.95.) Thoughts from the acclaimed California professor.
8. The Far Side Gallery, by Gary Larson.(Andrews, McMeel &
Parker, $8.95) And still more cartoons from the "Far Side".
9. The Jewel in the Crown, by Paul Scott.(Avon, $4.50) Life in
India under the British Raj. Companion to the PBS sries.
10. The One Minute Manager, by K. Blanchard & S. Johnson.
(Berkley, $6.95.) How to increase your productivity.
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New & Recommended
Life After Shakespeare, by Manuel Flores-Esteves. (Penguin,
$6.95.) Proves that a liberal arts degree can lead to a job in today's
no-nonsense economy.
The Unconscious God, by Viktor F. Frankl.(Touchstone,$5.95.)
The founder of logotherapy and world-famous psychiatrist
explores the reality and significance to all men of the concept
of God.
A Breath of Fresh Air, by Dorothee Letessier. (Penguin, $4.95.)
A sharply observed novel which captures the essence of the
dream of changing identities.
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PUBLISHERS/NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE STORES
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Science
Human Destiny Discussed at Recent Lecture
by Skip Collins
Dr. Donald S. Coffey of the
Brady
Hopkins
Johns
Urological Institute Research
Laboratories recently delivered
the final lecture in a series run
by the School of Continuing
Studies called Frontiers of
Scientific Discovery,
Coffey's lecture was entitled
"Human Destiny." He took his
listeners on a whirlwind trip
through everything from galaxies to DNA, in an attempt to
show the scope of human
creativity and the potential of
mankind to know and change
the world
Coffey said that, many years
ago, he adopted four principles
as a general guide in his education. These were:
•If observations are true, what
do they mean?
*Everything has a reason.
*Most concepts are limited by
inhibition and lack of
imagination,
*You do not have to assume
anything that is proven.
He used these principles to
begin his tracing of human
ideas, and he often drew upon
them throughout his talk.
spoke
about
Coffey

technology and its tendency, in considering in a discussion of ability to change existing forms
recent decades, to go beyond where mankind is going. It of life to a greater and greater
the imagination. Citing such ex- turns out that the "average- degree. Nature does this acamples as airplanes, plastic, sized" structure in the universe, cidentally. Increasingly, we can
penicillin, genetic research and from electrons to galaxies, is do this intentionally to make
advances in space, he tried to probably somewhere between changes to enhance or inhibit
convey a sense that in the the size of a human and the size given features in an organism.
"What makes a human diffuture, what mankind may do of the earth.
Coffey also spoke about .ferent from a gorilla?" asked
with its knowledge is probably
unimaginable now.
DNA—the substance that Coffey. We know that there are
—
Technological progress has ' given mankind the ability to
probe both the limits of the
universe and the subatomic particles that make all matter. True
comprehension of the scales of
these limits of nature is impossii
c
c
ble for humans to achieve. Cof
fey illustrated this with the
following example: If our
sun—an ordinary star—were
the size of a basketball, Pluto,
C
its farthest planet, would be
about 150 feet away from it
C
But the nearest basketball
V
A
would be as far away as Los
fact
the
consider
Angeles. Then
that there are 100 billion stars
in a galaxy and that there are
Van Nostrand
Observatory
100 billion galaxies and one'Lick
In the scheme of things, where does man fit?
realizes that the size of the determii..., the structure, film! genetic differences. But overall,
universe can be talked about tion, behavior, and life span of human and gorilla biochemistry
every organism. Like any other are very similar, as are the
but not really understood.
At the other end of the scale, code, such as English, Morse anatomy, physiology and
Coffey mentioned that there code or the language of a corn- sociology of the two organisms.
are more atoms in a single drop puter, the code of all life is There are major differences
of water than there are drops of specified using a limited , between the two regarding
water in all the oceans. What number of symbols. Mankind's creativity and the storage and
are we to make of all this? ability to manipulate these sym- transfer of information. How
Where and how do humans fit bols is increasing at a fantastic relatively minor differences in
in? These are questions worth rate and along with it comes the genes could lead to such similar

structure but dissimilar creative
capacity is not understood,
Coffey said. Possible explanations include a "creativity
gene," or a chemical that has
not yet been discovered.
Another intriguing possibility is extended maternal
dependence; the length of time
humans are dependent on their
mothers is unique in the animal
world. There are, of course,
metaphysical explanations
which involve God and a soul.
According to Coffey,
though, the reason for human
creativity really does not mat
ter in the end. The fact is that
humans possess a unique
creative ability. According to
Coffey, the products of this
creativity are evident in nearly
all human activity. Man's ability to alter nature is just as
"natural" as his own genetic
code. Things that man builds,
according to Coffey, can be
seen, ultimately, as the products of evolution.
In the end, Coffey never attempted to predict mankind's
future. He simply examined the
products of technology, to view
mankind from a better perspective. He then surveyed man's
increasing ability to change his
world. It is silly to predict what
this will bring in the future, for
history has shown that people's
expectations have usually been
very wrong.

NICU Improves Infant Care [Highlights
by Robin GU-gin- helm
The following is the first of
a 3-part series,
M. Douglas Jones, M.D.,
Clinical Director of the
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
(NICU) at Johns Hopkins
Hospital, recently spoke at a
School of Continuing Studies
lecture about the development
of NICU in treatment of
premature infants.
Neonatal Intensive Care has
improved dramatically within
the last fifteen years. This is the
result of inventions and vast
improvements in technology
that have simplified the care of
premature infants. Even
though more than 80% of all
premature infants survive today, doctors are learning more
and more every day that "life
in the uterus is no simpler than
life outside."
A dramatic change in the
likelihood that a baby born
prematurely would survive ozcurred in the mid-1970s. Before
the 70's it was rare for a baby
born under 3 lbs. to survive. A
study done at the University of
Colorado showed that in
1958-1968 the mortality rate
was 60.4% for babies weighing
less than 1500 grams (approximately 3 lbs.). This decreased
to 53.8% during the period
1970-1974 and dropped even
more in 1975-1977 to 31%. Today a baby that weighs about
1100 grams, which is usually 11
weeks early, has a greater than
80% survival rate.

Why did this mortality rate
change so suddenly during the
mid-1970s? Dr. Jones attributes
this change to four major
reasons: technological advances, a change in attitude, experience, and resources. This
dramatic increase in survival
doesn't mean that all babies
aren't sick if they survive, but
most develop normally.
If you walk into an NICU today you will see babies attached to monitoring equipment
and many wires. Christopher
Scott, who is about five years
old today, was a typical
premature baby. Electrodes
that monitor heart rate and
respiration were placed on his
chest, arms, and legs. He also
had an intraarterial infusion
catheter placed into one of the
umbilical vessels that leads to a
major artery that serves the
lower body. Blood can be
withdrawn from this catheter to
monitor oxygen content
because many babies have problems with lung function. This
means that they have trouble
getting oxygen into their blood,
Christopher also had a feeding
tube that went directly into his
stomach and an endotracheal
tube that was put into the windpipe to help with breathing. He
had "bad" lung disease which
is severe in anyone but particularly harmful in a tiny baby.
The repirator used on these
children is regulated so the
babies do the vast majority of
their breathing on their own.
These babies, therefore, require
a lot of support to survive.

Most children even do well
The Maryland Science
when they have alarming
medical problems. Eric Fertel, ' Center's new exhibit Under
who was born 12-13 weeks ear- 'Construction provides visitors
with a unique look at the conly in 1980, weighed only 2 lbs.
He had a serious lung disease
struction process, including
called respiratory distress synthe Science Center's as well as
drome (RDS) which is due to
other current projects
immature lungs. He thereafter
throughout Baltimore.
developed chronic lung disease.
windows
Plexiglas
This is a product of technology
overlooking portions of the
and results from oxygen
construction site give visitors
damage to the lungs. The
a bird's-eye view of up to the
respirator must force air into
minute developments in the
the lungs, tearing and damagScience Center's expansion
ing the delicate membranes.
program. Additional exhibits
Eric also had a mild form of
explain the role of the
brain hemorrhage as well as
machinery, crews, modern
construction techniques and
hydrocephalus, fluid on the
brain. Despite all of these initial
the materials used. Visitors
will also learn about the early
problems, he was discharged at
3 months of age in a healthy
stages of the construction procondition and is doing very well
cess, from the selection of artoday. As a result of cases like
chitects to the bidding process
this, NICU has received a lot of
in which individual firms or
positive publicity.
corporations submit proTechnological advances are
posals to work on a building
mainly responsible for the
project.
decreased mortality rate of
Site plans showing the
premature infants, but the
details of the location where
change in attitude, toward
the Science Center's addition
babies is also important. Many
is to be constructed, floor
babies in the 1950s were blindplans detailing the placement
ed by oxygen and/or suffered
of new exhibit areas,
classrooms, and food service
from brain damage. The fear
are also included in Under
was that these babies, even with
Construction,
modern technology, advances,
Updates on construction
and understanding, would be
projects
throughout
severely retarded or perhaps
Baltimore include the Six
blind. It took a certain degree
Flags Power Plant, Harbor
of willingness to take a risk with
Court, the Merritt Tower,
these babies before the
Union Trust Tower, among
technology that was available
,
others.
could be applied to them. It was
Future additions to the exContinued on Page 14
hibit include a play area
8,

featuring the latest construction toys which children and
adults alike will enjoy, as well'
as construction models.
How's your memory? How.
can you improve it? Are you
a Type A or Type B personality? How can you manage
stress effectively?
Visitors to the Maryland
Science Center through April
21 can test themselves on these
and other psychological traits
at the Psychology Expo, cosponsored by Towson State
University. Films, lectures, activities, and workshops will
accompany the "hands-on"
exhibit during this monthlong event.
Designed to foster an
understanding of psychology
by everyone, including
parents, students, teachers,
and professional psychologists, the program will cover
a vast range of topics from
child abuse to behavior
modifications as well as providing career information for.
students.
Four days of continuous
special programming scheduled for April 12, 13, 19, and.
20th will cover more than 70,
psychology-related topics including child development,
education and your child,
growing old, motivation, K-9
Corps demonstrations, stress
management, family stress,
computers and human behavior and much more. For a
complete schedule of offerings during the special programming days, contact the
Science Center at 685-2370. Nli
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Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
Continued from Page 13
unheard of ten years ago to put
a baby less than 3 lbs. on a
mechanical ventilator because it
was assumed that the baby probably wouldn't survive and if it
survived would undoubtedly
have been damaged. Doctors
have found out that first, they
almost always survive, and second, that the damage that was
common in the 1950s is not at
air characteristic of damage
seen in the 70's or 80's.
The third major reason for
the decreased mortality rate is
experience. The more babies
doctors see, the more they
understand their problems, and
the better they can anticipate
new problems.

The fourth reason, resources,
involves not only physical
resources, but human resources
as well. The hospitals and the
medical care community in
general are willing to supply
sufficient nurses, doctors,
technological assistance and
equipment that could support
an improvement in neonatal
mortality rates.
It was discovered in the late
1940s that if premature babies
are given oxygen, particularly
those with lung disease, their
color improves and consequently, they look healthier. Only
around the time of WWII did
bottled oxygen, as it is known
today, become available commercially in any significant
quantity; this was due to
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aviators' need for oxygen while
flying at high altitudes. The
assumption was made that if
babies with lung disease looked better, maybe every baby
would look healthier if given
oxygen and so for a number of
years it became common to give
large quantities of oxygen to
premature babies for long
periods of time. The developing
eye, which is sensitive to oxygen, was damaged and blindness usually resulted. Eye
damage reached what was said
to be epidemic proportions.
Dr. Arnold Patz, head of the
Wilmer Eye Institute, was the
first to say that the increased
use of oxygen was the cause of
blindness. The reaction, when
the association between oxygen
and blindness was made, was to
cut the oxygen supply down to
low levels. A large number of
premature babies that needed
oxygen to survive either didn't
survive this or were severely
damaged. At first there was a
gross overusav of oxygen,
albeit with good intentions, in
the 40's and 50's, it was then
followed by a rather strange
and unreasonable restriction of
oxygen use. This began in the
mid-1950s and extended until it
became possible to measure the
arterial concentration of oxygen. This is the actual partial
pressure of oxygen in the lungs.
This important technological
advance was critical to modern
NIC.
from the nineIt was known
teenth century that heat could
help nurture the premature infant. One of the original incubators had an oil flame that
would heat a reservoir of water
at the bottom. Air would circulate around the warm water
reservoir and rise up around the
baby to keep it warm.
In the late nineteenth century, a French obstetrician

Jess Bunshaft
M. Douglas Jones, M.D., lecturing about neonatal intensive care

named Boudan systematically
looked at the effect of warmth
on the survival of premature infants. His incubator was first
tried out at the Paris zoo with
chimpanzees.
Martin Kooney, one of
Boudan's followers, was SO
enamored with premature
babies and how well they did in
these incubators that he decided to publicize his findings.
Partially as a way of raising
money and also because of its
stunt aspects, he went to the
Berlin Exposition in the 1890s.
His circus sideshow, called a
"child hatchery," consisted of
many premature babies in incubators set up so the public
could come in and observe
them. At the Pan-American
Exposition in Buffalo, he built
a big building called "Infant Incubators." Inside he placed incubators along the walls with
nurses watching over each
baby. Kooney found this so
successful that he actually moved his show to Coney Island.
His incubator side show stayed
there until the N.Y. World's
Fair of 1939.
These babies were unlikely to
survive otherwise so the public
never questioned Kooney's actions. Doctors thought that it

was important to keep the
babies isolated so the incubators were covered with
glass. Unfortunately they
thought at the time that it was
equally important to keep
babies separated from their
parents. This is a practice that
only ended about 10 or 15 years
ago. Today parents are encouraged to spend a lot of time
with their babies.
The concepts about warmth,
expressed carefully in Boudan's
book "The Nurseling," were
forgotten until the late 1950s
and early 60's. It wasn't
remembered how exquisitely
sensitive these tiny babies were
to rather small changes in environmental temperature. Data
compiled in 1964 show the great
increase in survival rate for a
small gradient in temperature.
Babies kept at 34.5 degrees
Celsius have a 51% survival
rate, while babies kept at 36
degrees have a survival rate of
8201o. It thus became apparent
that the simplx measure of
keeping babies warm was extraordinarily important in
determining how likely they
were to survive.
Next week: Today's NIC.
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Features
Odyssey into La-La Land; California Today
by Sujata Banerjee
Berkeley, California—The
sun is blinding and the scent of
magnolia strong as I make my
way through La-La Land headed for some truth about what
California is really like. It's an
unusually warm day for March;
Northern
California is
notorious for its chilly weather
and frequent showers which
drive even the most devout
bongo players into cappucino
cafes for cover. But today they
are out on Telegraph Avenue,
Berkeley's main strip, pounding
away. Berkeley residents in tiedyed teeshirts sway arhythmically, yet enthusiastically, to the
drums.
There is a ragged man waving his hands and shouting
about Salvation and Filthy
Lust. No one notices him as
they stroll by to the hairdresser,
pizza parlour, or class; he is
merely one of an army of street
crazies. This is the Berkeley I
expected; street vendors selling
felafel and earrings, adorable
blonds on mopeds, croissant
shops and Egyptian fast food
on every corner.
The hectic step of the East
Coast has vanished; instead,
you have a languid trail of convertibles snaking up Hearst
Avenue, stopping for any
pedestrian, real or imagined.
On my first day in the Bay
Area, I waited for the cars to
pass; however, I discovered my
lawfulness was causing a traffic jam among the Hondas ignoring their green light. I wised up fast.
The other strange thing you
notice about the street is the
lack of hassling. No wolf
whistles, no lust-crazed declarations, no profanity. Walking by
a group of construction
workers leaning against their
equipment, I was subjected to
a polite, "Good morning, how
are you doing?" "Fine," I
replied, taking off my
sunglasses. Evidently they had
been trained by Bay Area
feminists. Now I felt guilty
looking at their biceps.
There are bodies everywhere.
Taut torsos, and long, lean
golden legs honed by years of
jogging. Every morning I
awake to the gentle slapping of
feet against pavement. Running

has become a cliched part of
life; no one gets credit for doing it any more. Trendy boutiques sell teeshirts proclaiming,
"Did Not Run in Bay for
Breakers," referring to a
popular marathon across the
Golden Gate Bridge.
True to form, running is
about the only activity outside
of walking allowed on UC
Berkeley's 178 acres. No
moped-ing, skate-boarding,
and certainly no roller-skating;
indeed, one JHU student who
shall remain nameless was bodily removed from campus by
two hefty security guards for
this offense. You can tell those
East Coast kids right away.
Campus security at Berkeley
is an awesome force for an area
which suffers little crime. The
officers carry guns and recently roughed up several students
protesting apartheid. In March,
1000 students protested University investments in South Africa
and several spent more than
one night in jail.
The birth of the campus antiapartheid movement last fall
was an interesting one. The San
Francisco Chronicle had
reported activism was dead at
Berkeley; after all, many
students were engineers or
voted for Reagan, which is
close enough in some eyes. The
students didn't like this. It shattered their vision of a progressive, active, "happenning"
campus. After all, weren't they
once the core of national
unrest?
Four days after the notorious
article, a student group began
working on South African
awareness. Now, the campus'
Daily Californian devotes practically an article a day to the
burgeoning movement.
Generally, the campus paper
covers much harder news topics
than the Chronicle. This morning paper gives credence tc
every nasty rumor about tht
Californian's spaced-out
nature. The Chronicle is laid
out like a tabloid and covers
stories like "How to Marry
Money," "Pets of the Rich,"
and "Lately We've Been Talking About Having Sex." There
is Gerald Nachman's daily column titled "The Single Life,"
in which he laments his relationships: women want corn-

mitment, women live too tar
away to drive to, on and on,ad
nauseum.

But "The Single Life" pales
in comparison with the movie
and society columns, which
recently devoted a lot of space
to the San Francisco premiere
of an X-rated flick called "The
Grafenburg Spot." Besides
discussing the film's merits and
its audience, the reviewer let us
in on his personal feelings
about G-spots as well.
All this talk of love and
what-not made me curious
about the real status of relationships in San Francisco. I
wandered down to HaightAshbury, that old mecca of free
love and drugs, one Friday
night. I found neither, and
there were just a handful of
hippies and derelicts. There
were plenty of sweet young
things with mohawked heads
swinging into the I-Beam in
their plastic jeans.
The I-Beam and Chi-Chi
Clubspecialize in hot new bands
such as The Stupeds and The
Freaky Executives. There is a
cover charge for admission into the ranks of the hip, so we
(two East Coast girls, two
brutally beautiful Berkeley
boys) slouched into another
club called the Anxious Asp,
which a long-haired patron
assured us was "hell of
awesome!" as he ran down the
street.
The Anxious Asp was a dark,
smoky little bar with tiny tables
and an intimate dance floor. A
sullen-looking waitress served
us stiff vodka tonics with her
fingerless lace gloves. A relaxed crowd of blacks and whites
mixed freely on the dance floor
as RUN DMC and Jesse Johnson
blared from a tiny DJ booth
manned by a Michael Jackson
look-alike.
The bar's patrons, who
leaned against red leather banquettes and watched the dancing hungrily, were positive
about the city and the the Anxious Asp's role in their lives.
Frenchie, a morose-looking sax
player with a black beret and
beard told me he had been a
regular for years, as well as at
another bar called "The Ancient Asp."
"I'm a beatnik," he repeated
over and over again as he stared
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into his drink and told me nt
was fifty years old.
"Are you blind, lady?" he
asked abruptly midway through
our interview,
"Excuse me?" I said.
Perhaps I had missed some profundity in his ramblings. ..
"You look blind, lady. It's
the way your eyes go." He
gestured impatiently with his
hands and I finally raised my
:yes from the notes I was taking on a cocktail napkin.
Frenchie had lost interest in
me. "Lady, where's your husband or boyfriend?"
Not all Californians assumed I had lost my sight. Garret
Robinson, a 22-year-old wearing black leather and an engaging grin, had nothing but praise
for the California life.
"I love the Asp 'cause
everyone's full of fun! It's really great to meet young ladies
like you. I's the one who makes
the place jump! They pays me,
I'm their number one dancer."
Garret believes Californians,
including him, have a different
mentality. "My confidence in
myself is what counts; the way
I take care of my financial
developments." He rates his
social life "A plus."
This overwhelming nirvana
flows through every strata of
the Bay Area. Across the bridge
in Berkeley, UC students are
blatantly arrogant about their
city's superiority to anything on
the East Coast or the rest of the
world.
"Partying is the most impor• tant thing," Scott Hill states.

The massive blond rugby player
has put on a navy blazer and
madras tie just to enjoy a beer
in the most fashionable campus
night spot, Henry's. Walking
into Henry's is like walking into a wood-panelled, Persiancarpeted library overrun by
lissome blond lads and lasses
dressed as formally as Scott, or
in rugby shirts and pressed
jeans. After every rugby game,
the coach and team celebrate at
Henry's, along with all 38
fraternities and 16 sororities.
Michael, an exceedingly
handsome rugby player and
poli-sci major, is waiting
around at Henry's stained glass
door in black tie so he can card
people. Michael hails from
wealthy Mann County and says
he was pleased to find Berkeley
wasn't the stereotyped hippie
radical haven of the past.
"I've been even more conservative since I've been going to
school," he confides. "I voted
for Reagan. Everyone here is
very affluent," he continues,
stressing the second syllable of
the word so it sounds like the
disease. "Everyone wants to
stay in the area with their
friends and parents. We're not
trying to get away from home,
like those kids who go East."
Although Scott and Michael
agree that "Careers are what
everyone's thinking about,"
they do feel California is a
separate reality. Scott feels it's
a matter of body awareness. He
tells a sad story of a friend from
Colorado who was surprised at
Continued on Page 18

Musical Showcase '85
by Mark Biss
"Musical Showcase '85:
Hopkins' Best" will be
presented the night of Thursday, April 11, at 8 p.m. in
Shriver Hall. This musical
talent show is without precedent in Hopkins' recent history,
and promises to be an exciting
and enjoyable evening for both
the participants and the
audience.
The event is mainly sponsored by the Office of Residential Life, with publicity cosponsorship by the HOP.
Tracey Lyons, the activities
coordinator for the O.R.L.,
distributed a questionnaire last
fall to all freshmen, and interest
was expressed in a talent show
production. In response, Paul
Brunetta, a senior and Community Assistant in Building B,
organized a committee for
"Musical Showcase" and acquired funding for this large
event.
Informal rehearsals were
held in early March, and approximately fourteen acts are
scheduled to perform on the
11th. Four categories are included: Rock, Pop, Classical,
and Musical Comedy. In addition, three judges (a faculty
member, an administrator, and
a student) were chosen by the
committee for the evening.

These judges will choose the
best act from each category,
and the performers' names will
be engraved on a plaque
ordered for the occasion. Tshirts and flowers will be provided for all performers,
judges, and committee
members.
Those organizing "Musical
Showcase '85: Hopkins' Best"
are hoping to fill a large gap in
this university's entertainment
calendar by providing members
of our own student body with
a chance to show off their
musical talents, and their
classmates with a chance to applaud them. All four
undergraduate classes are
represented, and the range and
quality of talent on campus is
very impressive, although
mainly unexpressed. It's hoped
that a tradition will be startbd
this year that in subsequent
years will become an annual
pre-Spring Fair event.
"Musical
Showcase"
features an a capella group, 3
various classical and pop
pieces, some original material,
a musical comedy routine, and
two rock bands. Admission is
free. An M.C. will introduce
each act, and performances will
last about two hours, so put
away your books, support your
classmates, see some great live
music, and help create a much
needed Hopkins tradition!
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At Last, The Winners of Johns Hopkins is. • •
First Prize

Second Prize

Third Prize

4.

i' First Prize: Dinner for two Second Prize: One large pizza
Steve Mitchell, as himself.
Bob Nick
:
:
.****************•*pligk*-ikAiDs
:
------cy .0
0
'
4

0
00I:
Third Prize: One small pizza:
0
Jim Lazar

CHICA,0 PIZZERIA„
11
:4.
4.

00
0

.
41
4.

00
...........................................................................trittrm.„,s,„.„....„
All prizes courtesy of Armand's Pizzeria.
L
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Applications for ORIENTATION CHAIRMEN AND
STUDENT ADVISING CHAIRMEN are available in
the Student Council Office. Applications are due by
5:00pm on Wednesday, April 10, 1985, and interviews
will be held on Thursday, April 11, 1985 from
7:00-9:00pm in the Student Council Office, Levering
Hall. For more information, call X8203.
• t:?..4.,..Cii!•1014E:
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+4.44444+++4,43q4.4, Taster's Choice
priest?—of the group moved
swiftly down the menu, a single
sheet of paper with the
available dishes listed upon it,
ordering various amounts of
*****
certain dishes. He then passed
by John Burke
the list around to the others
who found nothing to change,
"Dim Sum is God," Marcus and then to the waiter.
The food started to arrive
said.
very shortly thereafter and I
"Beg pardon?" said I.
"Dim Sum is God," he entered into a state of religious
repeated. "Heaven. Paradise. ecstasy almost immediately.
Zen. The Way, the Truth, and Dim Sum, you see, is a meal
made up of dainties, or tidbits,
the Light. Satori. Nirvana."
Well, I thought to myself, which are normally and regretthis is certainly no stranger than tably relegated to the appetizer
the majority of religious menu. My meal started with a
premises I've heard. What's fried sesame ball: crisp on the
more, unlike most other outside and rolled in sesame
theories I'd heard, it was seeds, soft and sweet
susceptible to testing and, being underneath, filled with sweet
the inquisitive type, I set out to brown bean paste, and steamtest it. After much hardship ing hot. This made a perfect
scraping up the requisite money start to the meal. Delicately
and allotting the necessary flavored and exotic, it launchtime, I made the Pilgrimage to ed me into an incredible
Tony Cheng's Dim Sum Mec- Journey into the East.
Shrimp toast was next,
ca, in the company of Marcus
and three other Illuminated something I had had before,
which did not in any way
Ones.
We arrived shortly after detract from the experience.
11:00 a.m.(Dim Sum is served Delightful little pieces of bread
Sundays from 11 'til 2 p.m.) impregnated with shrimp,
and were quickly led to a table flavored with some unknown
and given menus. As the others sauce, and fried to perfection,
were regulars, the waiter knew the toast was an old friend
to fetch a pot of tea, and as we given a new and wondrous
sipped, my initiation into the luster. When dipped in the
rituals of Dim Sum began. Bob, soy/scallion/sherry sauce prothe de facto leader—high vided, it forever abolished any
Tony Cheng's
801 N.Charles St.
539-6666

thoughts of it as just an
appetizer.
Sweet and sour spare-ribs
followed the shrimp toast.
Small, spicy hot and tangy,
these were Marcus's favorite.
They were excellent, but not a
real standout. Of course, not
being a standout in such company is no slight on a dish.
Now the rest of the meal arrived: numerous steamer bowls
containing dumplings and
steamed buns. As these were
distributed about the already
crowded table by the waiter, I
sampled the camphor and tea
smoked duck. This was not
mere
food,
not
just
ambrosia—this was joy, this
was sex, this was. .God. A
gentle blending of the smokes
with the delicate flavor of the
duck made for an inscrutable
and subtle, thoroughly captivating dish. The meat was
cooked to tender, moist perfection; the skin was crisp, giving
tantalizing hints of the wonders
it contained. This was the most
exquisite food served at the
meal, and being introduced to
this was in itself worth the price
of the meal.
Before making my assault on
the steamers, I partook of the
Dan Dan noodles. These were
conventional egg noodles in a
light, slightly smoky sauce, with
hints of soy and sherry in it.
Tasty. Having dipped into all

of the first course, I moved on
to the steamed buns and
dumplings.
First were the buns, large and
small. The large was a thick
pastry shell filled with a fairly
standard blend of shredded
pork and vegetables; the pastry
was soft and sweet, the filling
hot and varied—as a whole,
very satisfying. The small buns
were made of somewhat thinner
shells of the same pastry and
filled with a very solidly meaty
pork ball. With the house sauce
described earlier these were
especially satisfying. Wontons
in spicy sauce were there too,
fiery on the outsIde, cool on the
inside; delicate and pleasing.
Pork shiu-mai, also a soft
pastry cup filled with pork and
topped with a single green pea
was no stranger to me; Cheng's
were prepared admirably.
Lastly, the special hit of the
steamed section of the
adventure—shrimp dumplings.
Within an extremely delicate,

translucent dough wrapping of
subtle and seductive flavor,
there was a filling of shrimp
that, rather than overpowering
the taste of the wrapper, combined with it to produce a totally unique flavor.
The orgiastically joyful
eating went on until all that remained was a single sesame
ball, and a vast field of empty
plates, steamers, and cleanly
picked bones. Marcus took the
ball and eventually ate it on the
walk back to Bob's place. The
bill for enough food to fill the
five of us was, including tips,
$65. Split evenly, I wound up
paying a paltry $13 for this too
brief taste of patadise.
I left Cheng's Temple to the
One True God filled with the
missionary zeal common to recent religious converts. There is
no God but Dim Sum, I heartily urge all who would know
Truth to make the Sunday
pilgramage.

ratings:
***** excellent
**** delicious
*** tasty
** satisfying
* unpalatable
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§ ENTER THE ALL NEW, NEVER-BEEN-TRIED BEFORE

FAIR GAMES!!
t

REGISTER your five member team
•
• STEP ONE:
coed
or
female
male,
'4;
STEP TWO: COMPETE SATURDAY, APRIL 20th, 1 PM
•
in trials of skill and endurance
flipper relay
six-legged race
limbo contest

tug-o-war
water relay
obstacle course

•

and more!
STEP THREE: GO FOR IT at the finals (top three teams
in each category)
SUNDAY, APRIL 21st 1PM

6
•

a

a
a
a

a

Prizes include:
Dinners at local restaurants for six teams
One bushel of crabs to the winners in each category
Individual prizes for each member of the winning
team in the Grand Finals

Fill out your entry form TODAY!
The first twenty-five teams to register at the SPRING FAIR
&OFFICE, Levering Hall, will receive 'Touch of the Tropics'
T-Shirts for each member.
NO ENTRY FEE!
e OOOOO•••••••••••••••••••OOOOOOOOOOOO••••••••••••OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
•
t
•
t Team Name:
2: Members: 1.
•
t:
•
2.
t:
•
•
S.
a.
3.
•
4.
•
S.
•
.
•
•
6.
Female
Coed
Male
: Category:
:•
•
.
0 040
.
06„,„onombitowantimonfoms•oweitcsoNfraw•ifentenicifonenicici•oimmostobileimmini•
•
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*TYPISTS
*SECRETARIES
*BOOKKEEPERS
*ACCOUNTING CLERKS
*WORD PROCESSOR OPERATORS

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR WORK??
NEW TO THE AREA??
NEED EXTRA CASH??
Become a BSI PINCH HI i I ER. We have short and long
term temporary assignments available throughout the
Baltimore area. You can work where you want, when you
want, with some of the areas' finest companies.

CALL TODAY
AND WORK TOMORROW!!
DOWNTOWN BALTIMORE 727-4300
METRO BALTIMORE AND
BALTIMORE COUNTY 252-5700
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Post-Radical California

ANNOUNCING ...

The John R. Clark Fellowship
In Mathematics and Science Education

Continued from Page 15
the excessive close-ups of
women's bodies on TV."They
just don't care about fitness
and bodies anywhere else,"
Scott says and Michael mournfully shakes his head.
Once the talk about bodies is
over, there is not much left to
say. "Hey, Golden Boy!" a
fraternity brother greets Scott,
who flushes with pleasure.
Michael encourages me to try
the bar's special, the Golden
Bear, a mixture of champagne,
rum, pineapple juice, and

College juniors and seniors majoring in mathematics,
science, or a related field are eligible to apply for a
John R. Clark Fellowship. These Fellowships offer:
• Early admission to graduate study in
Mathematics, Science, and Education
• Tuition assistance
• Placement assistance
For more information call or write:
Clark Fellows, Box 210
Teachers College, Columbia University
New York, New York 10027
Telephone: (212) 678-3381
Or your Placement Office

TEACHERS
COLLEGE

ACROSS

•
•

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

•
•
•

Hair Cutting & Design
For Men & Women

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

100 E. 33rd St. 1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

•

For Appointment Tues-Sat Call
235-7083

•
•

1 Tap
4 Toss
8 Greenland
settlement
12 Beverage
13 City in Russia
14 Isinglass
15 Lair
16 Bandages
18 Chastise
20 River in Asia
21 Again: prefix
22 By way of
23 In addition
27 Towel
inscription
29 Pale
30 Narrow
openings
31 Forenoon
32 Follows Fri.
33 Brick -carrying
device
1

2

3

12

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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aa
The Student Council Career Advising Committeea:
a
and
The Placement Bureau present:

THE FIRST ANNUAL
JOHNS HOPKINS CAREER FAIR

a
a

Although it is late at night,
the streets are teeming with
people. There are Hell's Angels
resting on their bikes, and
philosophers eating pizza.
Gangs of young punks from
putlying towns are roaming in
;earch of grey, followed by

Sure, there are careers here.
There are certainly some of the
worries you would associate
with any major city: rain,
crime, getting carded. But these
aren't the things that really
matter, you realize as you
watch those awkward, ragged
dancers spinning in circles
under the street lights. The
bongo players have started up
again, and Berkeley is listening

•

CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE

•

DOWN

5 Swiss canton
6 Recover
7 South American
animal
8 Precious stone

1 Cushions
2 Fish sauce
3 Choir voices
4 Contain

8 9 10 11
14

4 5 6 7
16

police who stop frequently to
sip Diet Cokes with attractive
women.

•

34 Island: abbr.
35 Pounds down
37 Electrified
particle
38 Baseball stat.
39 Pintail duck
40 Pismire
41 Teutonic deity
42 Containers
44 Fruit cakes
47 Dash men
51 Metric measure
52 Solo
53 Silkworm
54 Born
55 Unruffled: sl.
56 Headliner
57 Spread for
drying

13

•
•

Amaretto. From the looks of
the rugby players cavorting
atop the oak bar and their giggling girlfriends twisting pearls,
I decide not to. I bid the
"Golden Boys" adieu and step
out onto Durant.

17
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Syndicate

9 Metal
10 Perform
11 Possesses
17 Greek letter
19 French article
22 Large tub
24 Behold,
25 Mix
26 Mountain on
Crete
27 Chapeaus
28 Mohammedan
prayer leader
29 Existed
30 Offspring
32 Particular
33 Torrid
36 Coroner abbr.
37 Introduce
38 Wandering
40 Poker stakes
41 Babylonian
deity
43 Article
44 Former Russian
ruler
45 Woody plant
46 Sow
47 Algonquian
Indian
48 In favor of
49 Spanish for
"river"
50 Inlet

(a 1984 United Feature
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Puzzle Answer
Solution to last week's puzzle
AMAH
AGO
CAPS
COD eV LE
ANOA
RETIRE
ERASER
ESTER
SUA L E
SATE
TSAR
ROW
PETAL
TO
WE
GAL
HE
OLD
LABEL
ETA
AR
REEL
ALERT
STARE
BROGUE
TABORS
HONE
Al LS CPO
ANTS
TOY
GLEE
-
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FRIDAY, April 12, 1lam-3pm
The Great Hall
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Arts
Purple Rose of Cairo: Departure for Woody
Allen's decision to use color.
Woody Allen last shot in color
for 1977's Annie Hall, a film
which netted Academy Awards
for Best Picture, Direction, and
Screenplay. The Purple Rose of
Cairo is not entirely in color,
though; there are some black
and white sequences and, as
ridiculous a statement as this
may first seem, Allen's use of
color in Purple Rose actually
seems to reinforce, not depart
from, his use of black and
white in the past. Confused?
There is another famous film
with sequences both in color
and black and white: The
Wizard of Oz. But the use of
black and white and the use of
color work in an entirely opposite fashion in The Wizard of
Oz as they do in The Purple
Rose of Cairo. In The Wizard
of Oz, the black and white sequences were used to show the
boring and mundane qualities

by Steve Brett
The Purple Rose of Cairo
seems to mark more than one
departure from what has
become the norm for filmmaker Woody Allen. First of
all, he is conspicuous in his
absence from the screen. This
is not the first time Mr. Allen
has restricted his involvement
to the other side of the camera,
but his earlir effort (1978's Interiors) was a drama, and Mr.
Allen is known solely as a comedic actor. Mr. Allen himself
has indicated, though, that he
did not feel it was necessary to
sacrifice making the comedy
The Purple Rose of Cairo simply because the idea of the film
did not include a part for him
to play.
Another difference from
usual Woody Allen work, and
perhaps more striking from an
artistic point of view, is Mr.

of Dorothy's Kansas, as compared to the exciting color fantasyland of Oz. In Purple Rose,
however, black and white is the
fantasy world and color is the
mundane real life. The Purple
Rose of Cairo takes place during the depression, and Mr.
Allen's use of black and white
versus color accurately
represents what life was like in
the United States at the time:
one could not help but see the
depressed real world in color,
perhaps the only escape being
the black and white fantasy
world of the movies. The black
and white scenes of The Purple
Rose of Cairo all take place in
a movie-within-the-movie.
Basically, in The Purple Rose
of Cairo, Mr. Allen has shown
"black and white" to be the
thing that separates movies
from reality. How much of a
departure is this statement for
a man who has elected to make

Husker Dil: New Day Rising
by Peter Oehlkers
Husker Du, New Day Rising,
SST Records.
I gotta make plans for the
plans I make
Gotta have friends for the
friends I make
I gotta make plans for the
friends I make
Gotta have friends for the
plans I make
—"Plans I Make"
At the beginning of last summer, Husker Du released an
album that is already semilegendary—Zen Arcade—a two
record set that shattered conceptions of what hard
core/punk was capable of. It
was at various times acoustic,
Heavy Metalish, poppish, and
psychedelic, but it was.

thoroughly punk in execution
and philosophy. And like any
true punk album (or rock & roll
album for that matter) it was
spontaneous and uncontrived
—recorded and mixed in the
unheard of time of 85 hours.
And like any true punk album,
as a result of spontaneity, it had
its share of misses; it wasn't perfect, occasionally long and
occasionally self-indulgent.
Thus the release of New Day
Rising was eagerly awaited.
After having honed their skills
a bit more (but not too much
mind you) would Husker Du
make an album that was truly
great? Well. . . not yet. New
Day Rising is a step in the right
direction for the band, but it
has some rather major
problems.
It's hard to believe that this
is the same Husker Du that was

UST FILM
OF I E YEAR
UST DIRECTOR
OF IRE YEAR

A SlaNty Olubmk P,Cluk• .,•• A

A 1,1414(HANGt
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'A Clockwork Orange Is one of the
few perfect movies I have seen In my
Newt N AS,day News
lifetime.

BEST PICTURE
BEST DIRECTOR

WINNER N Y FILM CRITICS AwARUS

such a run-of-the-mill hardcore
band just a few years ago.
Thankfully their development
out of hardcore has led them in
a more thoughtful direction
than bands like Black Flag and
SSD which are now blatantly
Heavy Metal. While those
bands seem stuck in a state of
perpetual adolescence, Husker
Du has made a conscious decision to grow up. At the risk of
sounding contradictory, I
would say New Day Rising is
the first "adult" punk album.
It is an album about change
—new beginnings and the loss
of the old. Notably it is about
realizations—things aren't the
way you thought they were
when you were young. "Lesson
I learned in History book, Now
it's not what they told
Continued on Page 20
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Mia Farrow and Jeff Daniels of Purple Rose of Cairo

the majority of his most recent
movies in black and white?
The Purple Rose of Cairo is
the title of the film-within-thefilm, as well as this week's
feature at the Jewel, a
depression-era New Jersey
movie house. Cecilia, played by
Mia Farrow, spends so much
time at the Jewel escaping dayto-day reality that she is on a
first-name basis with all of the
theater's employees. Her oppressive, out-of-work, violent
husband (Danny Aiello), who
gambles away the money just as
fast as she makes it by waitressing, is just one of these realities
from which she needs an
escape. Another one comes in
the form of her own unemployment. Fired because of her own
ineptitude, her only means of
escape is the latest offering at
the Jewel, which she has seen a
number of times already. In
fact, someone at the theater
comments upon Cecilia's having been back to see Purple
Rose so many times: "You
must really love this movie," he
tells her. The only thing extraordinary about this is that
the person who makes the comment is on the screen.
The commenter is Tom Ba2i-

Press Photo

ter of the Chicago Baxters
(played by Jeff Daniels, who
also played Debra Winger's
husband in Terms of Endearment), an adventurer who has
travelled to Egypt in search of
the legendary Purple Rose.
After a brief discussion with
Cecilia, Baxter walks off the,
screen to greet and romance his
biggest fan, much to the
chagrin of his fellow characters.
It seems that actor Gil
Shepherd (also Jeff Daniels)
had done such a fine job of
bringing the character of Tom
Baxter to life that Baxter was
actually able to walk off of the
screen in New Jersey, and his
character has made similar attempts to do so in movie
theaters across the country.
In Mr. Allen's world behind
the screen, the characters really exist and go through the motions of their story each time
the projector is switched on.
When it is switched off,
however, the characters seem to
enter an uncomfortable state of
limbo. Purple Rose's producer
decides that all copies of the
film must be destroyed before
more mishaps occur. Gil
Continued on Page 20
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Arts Calendar

New Day Rising
Continued From Page 19
me. . .one thing I know for
sure, your heroes always die."
("Folklore") Things are infinitely more complicated than
you ever thought they could be.
Throughout the whole album
there is an overwhelming mood
of bittersweetness, if not downright despondency. The band
seems world-weary before its
time. When drummer Grant
Hart sings about "The Girl
Who Lives on Heaven Hill,"
although he seems to be in love
with her, he winds up screaming. At the end of "Plans I
Make," guitarist Bob Mould,
seems genuinely sick and tired
of it all. Yet there is still
underneath it all the essential
punk stubborness—the unwillingness to admit defeat. There
is a good reason why this album
is entitled New Day Rising.
There is also a good reason why
Bob Mould is reduced to
screaming those three words
over and over during the title
track.
Musically, Husker Du
doesn't vary as much as they
did on Zen Arcade. All the
songs are built on the same
model—Mould lays down a
buzzing guitar drone (nearly
electronic static, really) and
they go from there—sometimes
fast and loud (though never to
hardcore standards), sometimes
quite tuneful. Remarkably
enough, the result is a quite
folky sound. In fact Grant
Hart's "Terms of Psychic Warfare" sounds a lot like a Bob
Dylan piece. That these guys
have been affected by their lives
in the Midwest (Minnesota) is
true without a doubt.
41111. .111110 411N1b 4101.

But the problems...This
album is hampered by truly bad
production. "Spot," who produces most of the stuff at SST
is usually pretty competent. Not
here. Mould's guitar sometimes
buzzes so loudly that you can't
hear anything else. Most of the
vocals are mixed so far down
they're reduced to mumblings,
although at least once this is intentional. Luckily they've included a lyric sheet so things are
much less frustrating than they
might have been. In fact, this
problem is not insurmountable;
the more you listen to the
record, the more you get used
to the production, however, a
first listen might be enough to
turn someone off altogether.
The other problem makes me
think that this album was rushed along a little too quickly. It
seems like some of the songs
weren't completely worked out
(e.g. the chorus in "Folklore")
and other songs are just filler
("How to Skin a Cat," "Whatcha Drinkin'?"). While most of
the songs are strong enough to
withstand the production, these
songs disappear in their
murkiness.
Thus, New Day Rising is not
the album everyone's been
waiting for, but it too, like Zen
Arcade, shows a great deal of
promise for Husker Du. When
everything does come together,
as on "The Girl Who Lives on
Heaven Hill," it's breathtaking. Now I am pretty sick of
all that "America's Back"
sloganeering, but as far as rock
music is concerned, with bands
like Husker Du we can take all
comers.
.imer
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FREE TEE SHIRT OFFER!!
I

DORMS • ORGANIZATIONS
I • TEAMS • SCHOOL GROUPS •
for JOHNS HOPKINS ONLY
GROUP DISCOUNTS
FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY

T-Shirts
Jackets

Sweatshirts
Sportswear

Call anytime for details!
Royal Tees T-Shirt Centers
&
764-6474
682-4076
Grossman
I Ask for Seth

Serving Hopkins for 6 years
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Replace Your Glasses With

CONTACT LENSES

the viola de gamba. Fri., April
12 at 8 p.m. at the Evergreen
Sing, Mahalia, Sing!: Jennifer Carriage House, 4545 N.
Holliday, in her first theatrical Charles St. For ticket info, call
project since her Tony Award- Meredith Millspaugh at
winning role in "Dreamgirls," 338-7164.
stars as Mahalia. The show,
tracing the gospel queen's life Stephanie Brown, pianist, will
from New Orleans laundress to perform on Sat., April 6, at
her international stardom, 8:30 p.m. in Shriver Hall, as
blends some of her most part of the Shriver Hall Concert
famous songs with original Series. For further info, call
Richard '338-7164.
by
material
Smallwood. For one week only, Tues., Apr. 9, through Sun., MOVIES:
Apr. 14. For ticket and
showtime info, call 625-1400. Poltergeist: The old newsuburban-home-built-on-anancient-Indian-burial-site story,
MUSIC:
but it takes itself pretty seriousSandra Miller, flute soloist, will ly. Fri., April 5, in Shriver, and
present an evening of French Sat., April 6, in the Great Hall
and German Baroque music at 8 and 10:15 p.m. Admission
with commemorative pieces in is $1.50 with ID.
honor of Johann Sebastian
Bach's 300th birthday. Ms. A Clockwork Orange: Fri. and
Miller will be accompanied by Sat., April 5 and 6, in Shaffer
James Richmond on the harp- 3 at 7, 9, and 11. Admission is
sichord and Tina Chancey on $1.50 with ID.

THEATRE:

& Hydrocurve Soft Lenses

Thin

Hard

Lenses

EYE EXAMINATIONS DAYTIME OR EVENING
PHONE 243-8884 / ASK ABOUT 30 DAY TRIAL
Get The Professional Care of a Contact Lens Specialist

DR.BRUCE HYATT
OPTOMETRIST
500 W. COLD SPRING LANE
Between Roland Ave. & N. Charles / Opp. Alonso's Lounge

The Adventures of Buckaroo
Banzai: Starring Peter Weller.
At the Charles sometime this
weekend. For information, call
727-FILM.
Hungerjahre—in einem reichen
Land: Dir. by Jutta Bruckner,
German with English subtitles.
Mon., Apr. 8, at 8 p.m. in
Mudd Hall. Admission is free.
POETRY:
C.K. Williams will read from
his work Tues., April 9, at 4
p.m. in the Clipper Room of
Shriver Hall. Mr. Williams'
collections of poems include
Tar, Lies, I Am the Bitter
Name, and With Ignorance.
For more information, call Liz
Albert at 338-7762.

No Woody in Purple Rose
Continued From Page 19
Shepherd, on the brink of true
stardom, must find his
character and put him back in
the Jewel's copy of the film
before it is destroyed, so that
his career won't be hurt by the
double of his who is wandering
all around and who may be
mistaken for Gil in the event
that the double attempts to
break a law or two. In fact,
Tom Baxter already has broken
the law by rushing from a
restaurant when he couldn't
pay his and Cecilia's extravagant bill (he did not
realize, of course, that his thick
wad of movie money would not
be considered legal tender in the
real world).
Tom Baxter is Cecilia's idea

of the perfect man, although
she does lament the fact that he
is only fictional. He expects real
life to be just like the movies,
up to and including fade-outs at
just the right moments. But just
as Cecilia has introduced Tom
to the real world, Tom introduces Cecilia to the fake
world. He returns to the black
and white behind the screen,
where the characters have been
complaining ever since he left,
but this thime he brings Cecilia,
which serves to throw off the
film's plot considerably. Of
course, Cecilia's night on the
town on the other side of the
screen is filmed in a clicheed
montage style; it is, after all,
only a movie.
Meanwhile, back in reality, it

Arthur S. Cheslock
Attorney at Law
514 St. Paul Street
Baltimore, Md 21218
(301) 962-8580
Criminal * Traffic
Driving While Intoxicated
Personal Injury
General Practice

UNIVERSITY

OF

DEL AWARE

SUMMER SESSIONS'85
NEWARK,DE 19716

There's a Contact Lens For You For Studying, Any Sports
Activity or Just Looking Your Best. Get the Facts Now.
El EXTENDED WEAR LENSES El GAS PERMEABLE
Semi-Soft Contact Lenses
You Can Wear For Weeks
BI-FOCAL & Ultra
0
CSI
Aquaflex,
OB&L,

The Discreet Charm of the
Bourgeoisie: Sun., April 7, at 7
and 9:15 p.m. in Shriver. Admission is $1.50 with ID.

Small Classes
Quality Education
Air-Conditioned Dormitories
First Session: June 10-July 13
Evening Courses: June 10-August 1
Second Session: July 16-August 17

Save over 50% with Special Packages!
— Including up to 6 credits for as low as $225
— Room, board and up to 7credits starting at $460

Call now (302)451-2852
for a Registration Book
Booklets will be mailed April 1

seems that another romance has
bloomed for Cecilia, this one
between herself and the man
who created Tom, Gil
Shepherd. He is not quite as
nice as his creation, but Gil
does hold one distinct advantage over Tom: Gil is real. In
the end, Cecilia has to make a
painful choice between these
two men in her life (her husband, at this point, is out of the
question. In fact, he is such a
huge, obnoxious, overbearing
character compared to the
slight and sweet Mia Farrow,
one wonders how the couple
ever got married to begin with).
A character walking off the
movie screen is about as implausible as one can get, and
cauld obviously form the basis
of a terrifically slapstick movie.
It is to Woody Allen's credit
that he manages to keep The
Purple Rose of Cairo, his thirteenth directorial effort, as lowkey as it is. It all seems so real,
not as truly ridiculous as the
premise would at first appear.
The comedy element is there,
though, even if it is not as pronounced as it is in other Allen
films, such as Sleeper, Love
and Death, or Take The Money
and Run (one scene here which
is an exception involves the
maitre d' of the movie within
the movie's fancy restaturant).
In fact, the film is much like
Mr. Allen's own Play it Again,
Sam (written by and starring
Allen, but directed by Herbert
Ross), where Humphrey Bogart
walks into Woody the movie
critic's life to pass on Bogart's
own brand of advice. The Purple Rose of Cairo is a really enjoyable movie, maintaining its
humor while being touching at
the same time. Don't go expecting nothing but belly laughs;
just as the characters in Allen's
own Stardust Memories would
lament, this is not like one of
Woody Allen's "older, funny"
films, but Purple Rose is a good
movie just the same. Its audiences will not be in hysterics,
but they will be having a nice,
diverting experience.
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Sports
Wahoos Fall to Jay Barrage; Heels are Next
by David Brengel

Jess Bunshaft

Mike Morrill maneuvers against Washington College. The freshman has scored eight goals for the Jays this
season.

Laxers Top Hobart, Sho'men,
Princeton For Five Straight
the last eight years, featured the
game which many have been
Led by the potent scoring anticipating since the Jays and
punch of sophomore Brian Statesmen started filling their
Wood, freshman Mike Morrill, crowded trophy cases.
"We felt we wanted to come
and junior Del Dressel, and
here and play to win, not
defense,
down
stalwart
backed by a
losing," said Hobart
team
avoid
to
lacrosse
Jay
Blue
the
steamrolled its way to four con- Head Coach Dave Urick."And
secutive victories over the last I think we did. We played the
three weeks to improve its game to win; we didn't come
down here to avoid a loss or
record to 5-0.
Hopkins is the number one keep it close. We let it all hang
team in the nation according to out. It just wasn't quite
the USILA coaches poll, and enough."
The Blue Jays spread their
has performed consistently in
the early part of the season. scoring among seven players,
The team has played well as a led by freshman Mike Morrill's
whole, but it has been the ex- four goal, two assist effort. The
emplary play, of the defense Statesmen had only four goal
which has led the Jays to vic- scorers, but not surprisingly,
tory. Thus far, no team has they were led by the three goal
scored more than eight goals performance of first team AllAmerica attackman Tom
against them.
In their first away game of Grimaldi. Midfielders Tim
the year the Blue Jays en- Rosa and Ray Gilliam added
countered some difficulties, but two apiece for Hobart.
they managed to squeak by
Dressel scores without thinking
Hobart, 10-8. During the next
Jays
the
however,
three games,
Hopkins opened the scoring
showed just how powerful they
five
minutes into the game as
crushed
they
as
can be,
Washington College. 16-4, and Del Dressel made a long solo
easily downed Princeton, 12-6. drive to the goal, finally beating
his man as he neared the crease.
"I
was not thinking of going to
help
Destiny, with a little
goal," said Dressel. "We
the
High
from the Manhasset
run the play in practice and
had
brought
Club,
School Booster
I
was
supposed to go down on
Hobart
the
and
the Blue Jays
side, peel back, and feed
left
the
March
on
together
Statesmen
(John)
Krumenacker. He then
at
house
packed
a
16. Before
to
looks
feed the crease."
Island,
Long
on
Field
Ed Walsh
For
the
rest of the quarter,
perennial
the Jays downed the
team
neither
could score. Both
10-8.
Division III champions,
had
teams
their
Champions
opportunities,
The 1985 Day of
as
though,
Hobart
had two
event
annual
at Manhasset, the
extra-man
Division
advantages
and
the
which has brought
Hopkins
one.
The
for
Blue
Jays
Island
Long
I champions to
by David Brengel

came closest to scoring when
Tr -Captain John Krumenacker
had a shot bounce off Hobart
goalie Chuck Warren's (13
saves) leg and pass just outside
the pipe.
Early in the second period,
the Statesmen had an important
goal disallowed when the
referee ruled that attackman
Marc Van Arsdale had travelled through the crease before
receiving the ball. Hobart
roared right back three minutes
later when Rosa beat both
Krumenacker and Blue Jay
goalie Larry Quinn(16 saves)to
finish a Statesmen fast break.
Just seventeen seconds later,
Hopkins regained the lead. The
Blue Jays won the faceoff as
midfielder Chris Schreiber
scooped up the ground ball and
charged upfield. Drawing a
slashing penalty, Shreiber dished out a feed to Morrill, who
was standing alone in front of
the crease. A moment later
Hopkins was on top 2-1.
The Statesmen remained undaunted and took the lead, 3-2,
on a pair of extra-man goals
within a two minute span. It
was Van Arsdale, Hobart's
leading scorer in 1984, getting
the tying goal with the assist
from Gilliam. It would be
Hobart's only assisted goal of
the day. The Statesmen then
forged ahead as Gilliam put in
a hard shot from ten yards out.

A knotted game

The first quarter began slowly as neither team was able to
get off a good shot on their first
few possessions. The Wahoos
struck first, as junior atDefense holds, offense explodes
tackman Roddy Marino led a
fast break and found freshman
The second quarter would be
attackman Chase Monroe
story. In fact, it was
different
a
posted eight yards in front of
the Blue ley goal. Wide open, so different from the first that
Monroe quckly spun and put a many must have thought they
high bouncer over Quinn's were watching another game.
The Blue Jay defense shut out
shoulder.
Hopkins came right back on the Wahoos and rarely yielded
attack as senior Greg Matthews a good shot. On the other end
won the ensuing faceoff. of the field, the offense was exWithin a minute the Jays had ploding as Wood pumped in
tied the score as junior Chris two goals and assisted on
Schreiber converted a behind- another. Schreiber, Del Dressel,
and Morrill also tallied to put
the-net feed from Wood.
Midway through the period, the Jays on top, 8-3.
"I was real pleased with the
Virginia would regain the lead
with an extra-man goal by way we took control after the
junior midfielder Rick Reda. A
rare clearing mistake by
Continued on Page 28
Hopkins midfielder John

hifflett - In The Crease

,4,40*

What has traditionally been
the beginning of the meat of the
season for the Blue Jay lacrosse
team turned into a showcase of
offensive talent as Hopkins
downed the fourth-ranked
Cavaliers, 12-5, on Homewood
Field.
Unlike recent seasons, the
Virgina-Hopkins match-up was
not the first real test of the year
for the Blue Jays. With
Hopkins having already
defeated tough opponents such
as Syracuse and Hobart, it was
obvious that the Cavaliers
would have an uphill battle to
fight, in spite of their 4-0 record
and fourth place ranking.
Brian Wood paced the attack
with four goals and three
assists, while the defense, led by
Tr -Captain Larry Quinn (14
saves), completely shut down
the Wahoo attack. Virginia had
been averaging 13.5 goals per
game.

Krumenacker allowed Marino
to strip him of the ball. Marino
then fed Reda for the tally.
The seesaw battle continued
as Wood scored his first three
minutes later on a feed from
starting attackman Clarke
Thielemann. Virginia's sagging
zone defense allowed Wood to
take an in-close shot, but from
a very sharp angle. Hesitating,
the sophomore stepped up and
cranked the shot past the short
side of Virginia goalie Peter
Sheehan. Thielemann then put
the Jays on top as he cut quickly through the crease and
acrobatically converted a pinpoint pass from midfielder
Steve Mutscheller.
As the opening quarter drew
to a close, Virginia tallied what
would be its last goal of the
half, as midfielder Todd
Esposito tossed in a highlyscreened bomb from 25 yards
out. Officially, the score came
with one second remaining, but
according to the timekeeper,
the ball just beat the quarterending whistle. Quinn argued
briefly, and for a while there
was some confusion as to the
ruling. Eventually, the goal was
ruled good and the game was
tied 3-3.

The lead changes hands

Hopkins might have avoided
surrendering the tie-breaking
Continued on Page 28

Steve Mutscheller works against Hobart's Ray Crawford.
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Netsters Top Pioneers After Success in Florida
by Bill Bay
The men's tennis team ran its
record to 6-2 with a 7-0 win
over Widener at Hopkins on
Wednesday. The squad, led by
Coach Kay Fowler-Dressler, is
now 1-0 in the Mid-Atlantic
Conference.
Despite a threatening rain,
the Jays trounced the Pioneers
handily. Freshman Shaun Gelsinger won at first singles, 6-0,
6-1, to give the Jays a 1-0 lead,
and his teammates then swept
the remaining singles matches
to go ahead 6-0. Jeff Shiffer,
another freshman, took his second singles match by 6-3, 4-6,
6-0, and senior co-captain Bill
Gillespie won at third, 7-5, 6-2.
At fourth, freshman Jason
Shapler scored a 6-3, 6-2 win.
Senior co-captain Dave Gibbs
won his fifth singles match, 7-5,
6-2, and freshman Dave Hannan completed the sweep by
burying his opponent at the
sixth position, 6-0, 6-1.
The third doubles team of
freshmen Marvin Erdly and
Steve Gallo rounded out the
scoring for Hopkins with a 6-1,
6-1 win. The 1st and 2nd
doubles matches were cancelled due to the rain.
Coach Fowler-Dressler was
pleased with the team's performance, especially the singles
players. "Our top six played
very strongly. They all won
handily," she said. "They need
that mental toughness for our
upcoming matches."
The victory over Widener
followed a successful trip to
Florida and a close win over
American on Monday. In
Washington, the Jays defeated
the Eagles, 5-4, on the strength
of alert singles play and a
double-win by senior Alex
Tang. After Gelsinger dropped
a close 6-3, 3-6, 2-6 match at
first singles, Shiffer won 6-3,
3-6, 6-4 at second. Gillespie
scored a 6-4, 5-7, 6-1 win at

third, and Shaplen won at
fourth, 7-5, 6-2, to put the Jays
up 3-1. American scored a win
at fifth, but Tang won a big
match at sixth, 6-3, 4-6, 7-6,
taking the final set tiebreaker
by a 7-5 score to put Hopkins
ahead 4-2.
All three doubles matches
were extremely close, each going to three sets. Gelsinger and
Schiffer lost 0-6, 6-4, 3-6, at
first and Gillespie and Gibbs
lost 1-6, 6-4, 2-6 at third, but
Tang combined with Jason
Shaplen at second to score a
4-6, 6-1, 6-3 win and seal the
match.
During Spring Break, the
team travelled to Florida, where
they played to a 2-1 record, losing only to a tough Toledo
University squad. In that
match, Jeff Schiffer was the
sole winner with a 6-1, 1-6, 6-4,
victory at third singles. Following Toledo, however, the Jays
buried Hillsdale College of
Michigan (9-0)and Coe College
(8-1).
Against Hillsdale, Gillespie
(6-2, 6-4), Gelsinger (6-1, 7-6),
Gibbs (5-7, 6-3, 6-4), Shaplen
(6-4, 6-2), Hannan (2-6, 6-0,
6-2), and Tang (6-0, 6-0)swept
the singles round. The teams of
Gelsinger and Schiffer (6-3,
6-0), Shaplen and Tang (6-2,
6-2), and Gillespie and Gibbs
(6-4, 7-6) also swept the doubles
round to complete the rout.
Against Coe, the top six
singles players again swept,
while Gelsinger and Schiffer
(6-4, 6-4) won at first doubles
and Tang teamed with Hannan
to win at third, 6-1, 5-7, 6-3.
"The Florida trip was really
important," said FowlerDressler. "It solidified
everyone's game. We got a lot
of court time in under great
conditions, and everybody
played very well." The Jays
now stand at 6-2, as they have
also scored wins over Loyola
(6-3) and Drew (6-2) after los-

THE WEEK IN SPORTS
Friday, April 5
Women's Lacrosse vs. Haverford
Saturday, April 6
Women's Tennis vs. Haverford
Baseball Doubleheader vs. Ursinus
Men's & Women's Track
at Western Maryland Relays
Men's Tennis vs. Haverford
Men's Lacrosse vs. North Carolina

4.00 p.m.(H)

11:00 a.m.(H)
noon

(H)

(A)
noon
2.00 p.m.(A)
2:00 p.m.(A)

Tuesday, April 9
1.00 p.m.(A)
Golf vs. Gettysburg
p.m.(H)
3•00
Baseball vs. Catholic
p.m.(A)
00
.
3
Men's Tennis vs. Western Md
(H)
p.m.
3.00
Gettysburg
vs.
Women's Lacrosse
(H)
p.m.
3:30
....
n
Elizabethtow
vs.
Tennis
Women's
Wednesday, April 10
Women's Tennis vs. Dickinson
Men's & Women's Track
vs. UMBC at Towson State

4.00 p.m.(A)

Thursday, April 11
Golf vs. Georgetown
at Delaware
Men's Tennis vs. Ursinus
Women's Lacrosse vs. UMBC

12:30 p.m.(A)
3.00 p.m.(H)
4.00 p.m.(A)

3•30 p.m.(A)

ing the season opener to
Salisbury State, 8-1.
Against Loyola, Gelsinger,
playing second singles, won 7-5,
6-3; Schiffer won 6-2, 6-3, at
third, and Shaplen scored a 6-4,
6-2, win at fourth to make the
score 3-3. The doubles round
belonged to the Jays as Gelsinger and Schiffer won a 6-4,
6-4, at first, Shaplen and Tang
picked up a 6-3, 7-5, win at second, and Gillespie and Gibbs
came from behind at third to
win 1-6, 6-1, 6-2.
Against Drew, strong

doubles play again provided the
winning margin. The Blue Jays
led at 4-2 after the singles round
as Gelsinger at second (6-0,
6-4), Schiffer at third (6-2, 2-6,
7-5), Shaplen at fourth (7-5,
6-4), and Tang at sixth (6-3,
6-2) scored important wins.
Though the first doubles match
was cancelled due to darkness,
Shaplen and Tang won at second, 6-3, 7-5, and Gillespie
and Gibbs scored a 6-4, 6-3 win
at third to give Hopkins the 6-2
win.
Coach Fowler-Dressler is

pleased with the team's strong
start, and attributes its success
to great depth. "Our top six
singles players are very closethey're always pushing each
other," she said. "The competition among them is very
good for their game and it's
showing now. Everyone's hitting the ball really well."
The netsters face their first
tough MAC opponent Saturday at Haverford. The next
home match is Thursday, April
11, at 3:00 against Ursinus.
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Larry Volz

Freshman Heather Klink shoots on goal.

Lady Laxers Win 3 Out of4
by Mike Silverman
Senior co-captain Janice
Brill, sophomore Margo
McFarland, and freshman
Heather Klink spearheaded a
high scoring attack that pushed the women's lacrosse team
to victories in two of its last
three outings, and upped the
squad's record to 3-1. The lady
laxers dropped Washington
College 15-10, and edged
Goucher 12-11 in two home
contests, before finally succumbing to a strong Franklin and
Marshall team 17-8 on the
road.
Brill scored four goals and
Klink tallied three and added an
assist as the Lady Blue Jays
edged Goucher by one in a
hard-fought contest. Senior
goalie Mary Yun turned away
13 of 24 shots as the team notched its first home victory of
the season in the game's final
minute of play.
Shelly Davis and Margo
McFarland accounted for three
goals apiece as the Blue Jays
romped Washington, 15-10.
The team's play was especially
strong in this outing, and
scored high marks with coach
Anderson. "The
Sally
Washington contest was our
best game of the year. It
reflected a total team effort,
and strong play from several of
our freshman players."
Freshmen Jennifer Stahl and
Heather Klink each contributed

a pair of goals and assists in the
ligh scoring affair.
The lady laxers saw their
undefeated record fall by the
wayside as they lost to a powerful Franklin and Marshall unit
17-8 on the road. The team
played very poorly as a whole.
The offensive shooting percentage was a weak 33%, and
defensively, Mary Yun made
only seven saves(averages 16 a
game). "Franklin and Marshall
has always been a strong
team," Coach Anderson noted.
"We upset them last year in a
close 11-9 victory. This year,
however, they have a much
stronger field of experienced
high school lacrosse players,
and we weren't able to play up
to their level."
The lady laxers play at home

today against Haverford at 4
p.m., and next Tuesday against
Gettysburg at 3 p.m., before
tackling a tough UMBC squad
on the road Thursday.
• "The upcoming games will
be much more competitive, and
we'll have to play even harder
to win these important contests," Coach Anderson noted.
Blue Jay droppings:
McFarland leads the team in
scoring with 11 points and is second in goals with 9. Senior cocaptain Janice Brill ranks first
in goals with ten, while
freshmen Heather Klink (6
goals, 4 assists) and Jennifer
Stahl(5 goals, 2 assists) rank second and fourth respectively on
the Jays' scoring list.

Women's Lacrosse
Individual Statistics
Player
Margo McFarland
Janice Brill
Heather Klink
Eileen Janec
Jennifer Stahl
Shelly Davis
Maggie Schmidt
Jennifer O'Connor
Goaltending:
GA: 45
Mary Yun
Pct .500

Goals
9
10
6
6
5
6
2
0

Assists
2
0
4
3
2
0
0
1

Points
11
10
10
9
7
6
2
1
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Weather Hampers Golfers
by Ashu tlanda
On Monday, the varsity golf
squad lost its season opener to
Dickinson and Susquehanna
amid freezing rain and windy
Carlisle,
in
conditions
Pennsylvania.
Dickinson emerged in first
place with a five score total of
428. Susquehanna was close
behind at 449, while the Blue
Jays were left out in the storm
with a high total of 476.
On a day when the low in-

dividual score was a high 81 by
Greg Cordasco of Susquehanna, Hopkins could post only
one score under 90, an admirable 89 by freshman Todd
Stefan.
Number one Ashu Handa
and number three, Steve
Schiller, both carded 94's, while
Mike Walutes, playing in his
shirtsleeves on the arctic day,
shot 98. The fifth Hopkins
score was 101 by Ed Mizumoto.
Jon Thompson and Jack Savitz
also competed for the Blue

Jays, rounding out the seven
man squad.
The golfers were noticeably
rusty after a cold winter
without practice, and were also
without three of four starting
players, including sophomores
and
Eric
Paul
Kadri
Driscoll. With the graduation
last year of senior co-captains
Hugh Thomas and Chuck
Johnson, this year is a building
year for Coach O'Donnel.

BIA NEWS!
Three events are scheduled to
take place the weekend of April
13 and 14. Singles Badminton
is scheduled for Saturday, April
13. For more information,
please contact Dan Croteau at
235-9540. BIA Track is
scheduled for Sunday, April 14.
Please contact Geannie Hladky
at 243-1947. Finally, Doubles
Tennis is scheduled for April 13
and 14. For more information,

contact Simran Brara at
235-9617.
Applications are now
available in the Athletic Center
Office for anyone interested in
becoming a member of the
Board of Intramural Athletics.
The applications will be accepted through April 12. For
more information concerning
applications, please contact
Rob Zeldin at 889-5654.

-46.1
IMMIGRATION'
PROBLEMS
.
CALL 539-0666
U.S. Visas, petitions, and appeals1
Labor certification
Defense against Deportation
Relative Petitions
U.S. Citizenship

Good friends keep you going
when all you want to dois stop.

Gordon and Heneson P.A.
Blaustein Building
One North Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21201

CLASSIFIEDS
Now! Instant access to current
medical positions on California's
central coast Details: California
Jobline, 3314 E. Kerckhoff, Fresno,
CA 93702
Haircut, Shampoo, and Conditioning. $11.00 for men, women and
children WITH THIS COUPON.
Pamper Yourself Salon. The Carlyle
Apts., 500 W. University Pkwy.,
889-2859
Spanish, French, Italian, German,
Portuguese & Greek by native
teachers. All levels. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
2027 Maryland Ave. 685-8383
RMS BUSINESS SERVICES
specializes in the word processing
of dissertations, theses and
academic reports. APA, Turabian
and Campbell refs. Editing. IBM PC
XT. Call 529-0721.
House for rent, Federal Hill, 3 story,
5 bedroom, 2 bath, sun room. Gas
heat, redecorated, hardwood floors,
spacious study areas. Ideal for
students or other shared living arrangements. $650, 922-8434
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Thesis,
manuscript, multiple letters, resume.
in
secretary
Experienced
law/medical terminology. 367-4454
CAROL
COUNSELOR: Co-Ed Resident
Camp located in Maryland, June
23-Aug. 16, positions available in
all athletic areas, waterfront,
W.S.I.'s, tripping, gymnastics,
drama, dance, photography, biking,
campfires. Camp Glyndon, 3701
Old Court Rd., Suite #20, Baltimore,
MD 21208. (301) 486-5515.
Professional Maryland couple seeking to adopt infant to six months;
can pay legal fees and uninsured
medicl expenses. Call collect(301)
526-7525 after 7 p.m.
Typing - Reasonable rates, 17 yrs.
exp. Manuscripts, resumes, term
papers, theses. 664-4474.
'77 VW Bus: Runs and looks great.
New exhaust system. $2700 or best
offer. 327-1244.
Word Processing. Fast, efficient,
quality word processing, proofreading, and editing at reasonable
rates. Located within 20 minutes of
JHU. Over five years' experience in
typing masters theses/doctoral
dissertations. Call WORD PRO 252-1379.

Your feet hurt. Your legs
hurt. Even your teeth hurt.
But your friends thought
you looked terrific. And with
them urging you on, your
first 10 kilometer race didn't
finish you. You finished it.
Now that you have something to celebrate, make
sure your support team has
the beer it deserves.
Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau.

Lowenbram Here's to good friends.
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A team average of,331

Hot-Hitting Diamondmen Romp to 13-5 Mark
by Adam Warner
The Hopkins baseball team
has been quite impressive thus
far in 1985, going 13-5 in the
month of March to open up
their grueling 43 game campaign. They have yet to play a
conference game, as all those
that were scheduled up until
now were rained out.
As their record indicates,
Hopkins has excelled both offensively and on the pitcher's
mound.
As for the batting, Coach
Robert Babb states that "this
team has hit better than any of
my previous teams." The stats
certainly back Babb up as the
Blue Jays as a team are batting
a torrid .338. Of the twenty hitters, only four sport averages
under .300.
Left fielder Scott Burns leads
the team with a .476 average
and a .500 on base percentage.
Willie Raedle is second in
bating, followed closely by Pete
Blohm, Craig Brooks, Tom
Finegan, Mike Goudy and
Dave Psenicksa, who all are
above .400 as well.
Raedle leads the team in
RBI's with 16, home runs with
2, and doubles. Two of his
RBI's were game winners.
Other team leaders are Dan
Landolfi in stolen bases(9 in 9
attempts) and Rob Cardwell in
walks(14)and runs scored (19).
To back up all of this fine
hitting, the Jays have received
March 10
Hopkins 6
Rochester 5

superb work from the pitching
staff. Their combined ERA is
a stingy 3.07, and they have
permitted only 102 hits in 129
innings.
Among the starters, Pete
Blohm has overcome arm trouble to lead the staff with a 3-0
record and a 1.29 ERA. He is
joined in the fine rotation by
Geoff Bender (2-1, 14 K's),
Mark Campbell (2-1, 2.25
ERA), Pat Keon (1-1, 16 K's in
16 innings) and Brian Murphy
(5 starts, 2-2, 3.86 ERA). Keon
and Murphy are both lefties.
The swingmen have been
even more outstanding. Jack
Flynn is 1-0 with a 0.87 ERA
and 15 strikeouts in only 10 1/3
innings, while Dave Fearer has
a 1.13 ERA with no decisions.
Perhaps the key to the overall
success of the unit has been the
steady relief work of Dave
Psenicksa. The freshman has
made seven appearances, going
2-1 with two saves and a 1.83
ERA.
The only real problem that
the Jays have encountered thus
far is defense. the team has
committed 40 errors to date,
and these have allowed 24
unearned runs to score.
The season began on March
10 with a six-day, nine-game
stay in Cocoa, Florida, and has
continued with the rest of the
games thus far in the Baltimore
area. The following is a gameby-game account of the season
through the end of March.
jumped out to a 4-0 lead after
three, but Mansfield inched
back off Mark Campbell, finally tying it in the sixth.
Dave Psenicksa replaced
Campbell in the ninth and pitched two scoreless innings to
pick up the win. Campbell
struck out eight, walked three,
and gave up eight hits in an impressive performance.
Len Guarna went two for
four with a triple, an RBI, and
two runs to lead the offense,
while Craig Brooks added two
hits.

the rest of the way, allowing
one unearned run.
Scott Burns had a big day at
the plate with three hits in four
AB's, and two RBI's.
Hopkins 6
Rochester 1
Pete Blohm pitched a superb
game, allowing just four hits,
two walks, and one run while
registering five K's.
Hopkins scored two in the
top of the first to give Blohm
all the cushion he needed, and
then played error-free in the
field for the afternoon.
All told, the Jays tallied
eleven hits and six stolen bases
in an impressive offensive
show. Dan Molnar went three
for three and scored twice,
while Al Volk added two hits,
a walk, and two RBI's.
March 14
Wooster 3
Hopkins 1
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Senior Brian Murphy

two RBI's to pace the victors.
to
traveled
Hopkins
Melbourne, FL to play this one, March 17
and it proved not to be worth Bloomsberg 4
the trip. The Fighting Scots Hopkins 1
scored two unearned runs in the
Back in cold and windy
bottom of the sixth to break a
the Jays could get
Baltimore,
the
out
shut
then
1-1 tie, and
Jays in the seventh to notch the no offense going against
Bloomsburg, a squad coached
win.
Geoff Bender gave up only by John Babb, Robert Babb's
two hits, both singles, but yet father. The visitors jumped out
suffered the loss. On offense, to a quick 4-0 lead before
Hopkins managed eight hits, Hopkins scored in the bottom
of the seventh to avert the
but stranded eight runners.
shutout.
Anderson 10
Hopkins 7

Hopkins 26
Tufts 1
The offense broke out of the
doldrums with a vengeance as
Hopkins pounded Tufts with a
twenty-hit barrage at home.
Thirteen Jays had at least one
hit. Fifteen scored a run or
more, and ten batted in a run.
The leaders of the onslaught
were Scott Burns (3 for 3, two
doubles, two RBI's), Willie
Raedle(3 for 3, a double, a triple, five RBI's), and Mark
Campbell (2 for 3, a double, a

Spring Break
Wrap-Up

The Jays returned to Cocoa,
only to lose for the second time
in the same day. this game
Bryan Murphy started the
followed the same pattern as
the Columbia game, as Ander- game, but he struggled and was
son pulled out to a 10-3 lead replaced by Dave Psenicksa in
before Hopkins staged a the middle of the third.
seventh inning rally that came Psenicksa went the rest of the
way and gave up just one
up short.
Bryan Murphy exited after more hit, but the offense just
one inning on the mound, was not there today to help him
allowing one earned run and out. Craig Brooks went hitless
Hopkins 13
unearned one. Dave for the first time this season.
one
Belmont 4
Psenicksa completed the game
March 12
and had absolutely no luck. Hopkins 4
The Jays tallied 15 hits in just Hopkins 5
Eight more runs were scored, Bloomsburg 3
five innings as they showed how Millersville 3
only three of which were earnexplosive their offense can
In the second game of the
thanks to five Blue Jay
ed
the
went
Brian Murphy
become. It was over early as
, the Blue Jays
doubleheader
errors.
earned
two
yielding
Hopkins bolted to a 7-0 lead distance,
rally in the
a
dramatic
staged
the
as
hits
four
only
and
runs
after the first inning, and then
to pull
seventh
the
of
bottom
to
mark
their
improved
Jays
after
they extended it to 12-1
Raedle
Willie
out a big win.
March 15
4-0.
three.
with
double
a
two-out
smashed
Willie Raedle, Craig Brooks, Hopkins 4
Geoff Bender pitched the
score
the
tie
to
on
two
runners
whole way, yielding six hits and and Mike Goudy each collected Carson-Newman 1
at three, and then Mark Camptwo earned runs while striking two hits for the winners.
bell followed with a single to
in
game
final
their
In
out six. Dan Landolf went two
with
send
pinch runner Tom Finegan
emerged
Jays
the
Florida,
13
for two at the plate with three March
their
up
for the game winner.
home
to
win
impressive
an
9
Columbia
RBI's and one run, while Rob
Geoff Bender picked up the
record in the state to 6-3.
Durocher, Tom Finegan and Hopkins 6
win
in relief of Jack Flynn, who
a
Mark Campbell pitched
Dan Molnar had two hits apiece
had relieved Pat Keon.
himself
his
notch
first
to
game
The Jays taste defeat for the complete
to lead the offense. All told,
12/3
of work, Bender
innings
In
ten
hits
'85.
He
scattered
in
win
9-3
eleven Jays collected at least first time as they fall behind
two,
out
in
struck
a
walked one,
not
walk
batter
did
and
inseventh
A
one hit, and ten scored a run or after five innings.
a hit while
allow
not
did
and
to
run
one
only
permitting
runs,
three
produces
ning rally
more.
raising his record to 2-1.
but it proves to be too little too score.
The win proved to be a turnOn offense, the Jays only
late.
March 11
point as it broke a
ing
Pat Keon had a tough day on managed seven hits, all singles.
Hopkins 8
in which the Jays
minislump
four
steal
to
able
the mound, as he walked seven They were
Mansfield 4
out of their last
four
lost
had
helped
this
and
though,
bases,
and allowed six hits in his four
six.
the
for
offense
enough
produce
by
Hopkins scored four runs in innings. He was replaced
the top of the tenth to beat Dave Fearer, who did a good win. Rob Cardwell had two
Mansfield University. The Jays job of holding back the Lions hits, while Craig Brooks added March 20
The Blue Jays started the
season on a winning note as
they pulled out a close one.
Catcher Mike Goudy broke a
5-5 tie in the top of the seventh
with an RBI single. Dave
Psenicksa came in to strike out
two of the three batters he faced in the bottom of the seventh
to save the win for Pete Blohm.

David Simon

three-run home run, four
ORBI's).verlooked because of the
offensive surge was the fine
game turned in by the pitchers.
Brian Murphy started and went
six strong innings, striking out
four and giving up just four hits
and no runs. John Fearer and
then Dave Psenicksa finished
the nine-inning game, and
Tufts managed just one more
hit.
March 26
Hopkins 19
Morgan State 1
The Jays took advantage of
their six-day rest and plowed to
a second straight blowout.
This time, they blasted 19
hits, and once again just about
the entire team saw action.
Willie Raedle kept up his torrid
hitting, as he got hits all three
times he stepped to the plate,
once for a triple. He scored
three runs, and batted in two
more. Among the eleven other
Jays who got hits in this game
were Jon Meltzer, who went
two for two with three RBI's,
and Pete Blohm, who was also
two for two.
Jack Flynn did not need
near13 all of this support as he
pitched a superb game. His stat
line read seven innings pitched,
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Jays Top Morgan,UMBC,Coppin in City Play
two hits, one earned run, two
walks, and a whopping thirteen
K's.

March 27
Hopkins 8
UMBC 6

Hopkins 12
Morgan State 2

At UMBC, Hopkins was
taken to the limit before they
rallied to win it. With the Jays
down 6-3, Jon Meltzer slammed a three-run home run in the
seventh inning to knot the
game and send it to extra innings. Then, in the top of the
eighth, Mike Goudy hit a two
out homer that would prove to
be the winning run.
Dave Psensicksa turned in
another stellar relief performance to notch the win. He
entered the game in the fifth inning for Geoff Bender, and he
did not allow a run in his four

In the nightcap, the Jays kepi
up their offensive fireworks.
With 14 hits, the Jays have had
53 hits and have scored 57 runs
in their last three games. After
a fine pitching performance by
Pat Keon (two runs, five hits,
eleven K's)the opponents haw
gotten just twelve hits and four
runs in the same stretch.
Dave Psenicksa, Scott Burns,
Craig Brooks, Mike Goudy,
and Rob Cardwell each stroked
two hits to pace the victors.

innings of work.
Hopkins 8
UMBC 2

IAN Are

Hopkins smashed four home
runs to pick up their sixth
straight win in the second game
of the twinbill.
Willie Raedle, Scott Burns,
Craig Brooks, and Jim Cardwell all blasted their first fourbaggers of the season to pave
the way. Burns also had two
singles as he personally outhit
the entire UMBC team.
The host were held to twohits by the combination of
Mark Campbell and Dave
Psenicksa. Campbell got the
win to raise his mark to 2-0,

sx\e‘
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March 28
Coppin State 8
Hopkins 5
Hopkins tasted defeat for the
first time in a while in this sloppily played seesaw battle at
home. The Jays made a season
high of six errors in a game that
saw the team rally from a 4-0
deficit, to take a 5-4 lead, only
to blow it in the last two
innings.
Bryan Murphy went the
distance and absorbed the loss.
Of the eight runs that he allowed, only three were earned.

Tom Finegan

Rob Cardwell

1

3

3

1 BASEBALL TEAM
Photos by
Bill Wallace
3

Ned Offit
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The Jays rebounded to split
the doubleheader behind the
arm of Pete Blohm and the bats
of Craig Brooks and Willie
Raedle.
Blohm came back from arm
trouble to pitch for the first
time since March 13, going four
innings and yielding one
unearned run on just two hits
and no walks, while striking out
four. With the win, his 3-0
record made him the first Blue
Jay to post three victories.
Brooks went three for four at
the plate while Raedle hit a tworun homer to lead the hitters.

Jim Cardwell

areoe

THE 1985 BLUE JAY

MIIAN

Hopkins 9
Coppin State 1

while Psenicksa registered his
second save of the year.
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Lady Netsters Begin Road to 2nd Straight Title
by Robert Jackson
The announcers of Monday
night's Georgetown-Villanova
game mentioned one of the
game's biggest lessons, "It sure
is hard to repeat." The
women's tennis team is about
to learn just how hard it is. This
week the team sets out to defend last season's Middle
Atlantic Conference Championship.
To win the MAC, the team
must survive a fairly complicated elimination process.
The conference is broken up
ino four smaller groups, each
of which play a round-robin.
For Hopkins, which is in the
Southeast region, this means
playing Elizabethtown, Dickinson, Western Maryland, and
Gettysburg. The winner of this
round-robin plays the winner of
the Southwest division, which
will probably be Swarthmore.
The championship is decided
one match later when the winner of the South region faces
the winner of the North.
Last year, Hopkins won a
string of important matches to
claim the title. First, the ladies
won the Southeast division,
which then included Swarthmore. From there a 5-4 victory over Franklin & Marshall
claimed the South. The final
match against the North winner, Elizabethtown, resulted in
a 5-3 Hopkins victory.
An important member of last
year's team was Keni Fischer,
currently the team's captain
and lone senior. Last year, she
played number one doubles and
number two singles behind
Geraldine Klaaber. This season

Fischer has a lock on the
number one spot in both singles
and doubles. During the fall she
compiled a 10-2 singles record.
Her play for the Blue Jays, as
well as her individual performances in collegiate tournaments, have earned her an
I I th place ranking nationally
for Division III schools.
Fischer is a native of Elicott
City, MD., but she spent her
freshman year out-of-state. She
attended and played fourth
singles for Bowling Green
University, a Divison I school
in Ohio. Since transferring to
Hopkins before her sophomore
year, Fischer has qualified for
the Division III national tournament twice. Both times she
qualified in doubles with
Klaaber. This season she hopes
to qualify in singles by herself.
The fall saw the women
finish with a disappointing 5-6
record. Two of the six defeats,
however, came at the hands of
Division I opponents. Particularly tough were close losses
to Mary Washington College
and UMBC and an overwhelming defeat at the hands of Swarthmore. The team's highest moment came with a great team effort in its victory at the
Maryland State tournament.
Other than Fischer and
freshman Lisa Roy, all other
members on the team are
sophomores. They include
Kathy March, Kay Nelsen,
Monica Canilang, and Missy
Peppe. Particularly outstanding
last fall was Nelsen, who completed the season with a perfect
singles record.
The first match of the spring
season is set for tomorrow mor-

ning at 11 a.m. against Swarthmore. The last time the two
teams met was late last fall.
This match was marred by the
absence of Fischer and an embarrassing 8-1 Swarthmore victory. Tomorrow's match is here
on the Homewood campus.
The most important match

Despite a dismal showing by
the team as a whole, the men's
track and field season opener
witnessed some fine performances by individual athletes.
Six team members were
responsible for the accruement
of the 22 points with which the
Jays finished at meet's end,
putting them in third place in
the tri-meet behind competitors
Franklin & Marshall with 901/2
points and Haverford with
1
2.
64/
The team gained points
mainly on the strength of second place finishes, of which it
had five. Two juniors, high
jumper Olumide Danisa and
pole vaulter David Sill, took the
silver in their respective events.
The only athlete to double score
and the one individually
responsible for the most points,
six in all, was senior captain
Michael Cornelison, who, in
two races, the 100-meter and
200-yard sprints, finished mere
fractions of a second behind
F&M's Psichos.
The only event in which two
Jays placed was the javelin, and
here a Hopkins athlete also
took second place, courtesy of

freshman Thomas Loftus.
Third place was captured by yet
another freshman, Bradley
Handler.
Coach Robyn Landry (JHU
'84, BA, Writing Seminars,
former Towson State Invitational Discus Champion) expressed her pride with the
throwers' accomplishments.
"They both have great potential, and they'll probably be
very competitive throughout
the season if they continue
working hard," she remarked.
Indeed, Loftus' throw of 152'
9" was only two feet behind the
winning throw of F&M's Levy,
and Handler's 137'0" bettered
by over sixteen feet better that
of Haverford's Wright, the
fourth place finisher.
Landry also said that "if the
entire weight team had been
healthy, we probably could
have placed in shot put and
perhaps discus as well." As it
was, the Jays were unable to
field freshman Eli Kabillio and
junior Martin Birnbach in shot
and Kabillio in discus due to
unavoidable difficulties. The
two discus throwers who did
compete, Birnbach and
freshman Christopher Dalton,
were forced out of the final
round by their more experienc-

Fowler-Dressler. Saturday morning and Tuesday afternoon
they will try to pull off what
both the Baltimore Orioles and
Georgetown Hoyas could not:
a successful defense of their
championship.

Jays Face Tough Foe in Heels
North Carolina, the Blue Jay
lacrosse team's opponent
tomorrow, has been a thorn in
their side since the 1981 season.
It was then, as the Jays were
seeking a fourth consecutive
NCAA championship, that
Willie Scroggs's troops took the
title with a 14-13 victory.
In 1982, the Heels proved
that they were not a fluke by
beating the Jays again, this time
in overtime on Homewood
Field. The teams met again in
the championship game, and
the Tar Heels again came out
on top, 7-5.
The 1982 squad, however,
was a different generation of
lacrosse players than the one
Don Zimmerman and his team
face tomorrow. It featured the
likes of Jeff Homire, Dave
Wingate, Tom Sears, and Mike
Burnett, all first team AllAmerica selections. These
players faced defeated Hopkins
once more in the last time the
teams met on Carolina's Fetzer
Field, 14-13 in double overtime.
The Blue Jays finally found the
key to victory, however, as they
beat the Heels in the NCAA
semifinal, 12-9.
Since then, the Jays have had

Jay Runners Lose
by Tammy N. Huck

for the Blue Jays will be at
home next Tuesday. This one is
against Elizabethtown, a new
and very tough member of the
Southeast division.
The Hopkins women have
been practicing around the
weather for the last four weeks
ccording to Coach Kay

ed counterparts from the other
two schools.
The sole first place Hopkins
garnered
was Laurence
Mermelstein's 57.7 finish in the
400-meter intermediate hurdles.
Although his best time in the
event is 55.0, he was pleased
with his performance. "It was
good for the first time out," he
remarked.
Mermelstein also articulated
his thoughts on the team as a
whole."We just don't have the
sheer numbers to fill all the
slots that the other teams
have," he accounted for
Hopkins' last place finish in the
tri-meet. "We do have some
quality people, but not enough
to fill all the positions." Furthermore, the Jays lost some
key scorers from last year's
squad, notably sprinter Bob
Wilson and thrower Andrew
Ramehneier.
The Jays continue their quest
for excellence tomorrow as they
travel, along with the women's
team, to the Western Maryland
Relays. Mermelstein suspects
there may be a surprise from a
sprint or mile relay team.
Following this venture is next
Wednesday's tri-meet against
UMBC at Towson State
University at 4:00 p.m.

Carolina's number. Two victories followed, a 4-3 win during the regular season, and a
14-9 win in last year's semifinal
round. The historical series is
now even at 4-4.
Fifteen letter winners will be
missing from last year's team as
Scroggs and his coaching staff
prepare for the 1985 season.
Four of those losses were
starters — attackman Brent
Voelkel, midfielder Andy
Smith and defensemen Randy
Cox and Tom Haus.
Voelkel was the team's second leading scorer last season
with 40 points and he led the
ACC with 23 assists. Smith was
an All-ACC selection last
spring and winner of the team's
unsung player award. He had
13 goals and five assists last
season and was the team's
number two faceoff man, winning 49 of 107.
The loss of two defensemen
will be especially damaging for
UNC. Cox was a three-time
All-America selection and twice
and All-ACC choice. He was a
second team All-America last
year while also winning ACC
Player-of-the-Year honors.
Haus, who is academically ineligible this year, was a first
team All-America and All-ACC
choice last season. He was also
winner of the Schmeisser
Award as the outstanding
defenseman in Division I.
Still, despite these personnel
losses, Carolina should field a
formidable team in 1985 with
four All-Americas returning as

well as two other starters and 24
letterman overall.
Carolina sparkled defensively last year, allowing an average
of only seven goals per game.
The only returning starter in the
close defense is sophomer Chris
Walker. He was part of an
extra-man defensive unit which
limited opponents to a 0.182
success rate last year, one of the
best percentages in the country.
Walker shared the team's
outstanding freshman award
last year and ranked third on
the team with 67 groundballs.
Two players who played
quite a deal on Carolina's rope
unit last season also return in
senior Pat McDonald and
sophomore Boyd Harden. The
success of the rope unit last year
had a great deal to do with
UNC's low goals against
average and the team's outstanding percentage on man-down
defense. Other defensemen
with collegiate experience are
junior Taylor Classen and
sophomores Kirt Storch and
Tony Ursano.
Carolina should be well protected in the goal again in 1985
with the return of senior Tim
Mealey. Mealey took over the
starting reins last spring, inheriting the shoes of three-time
All-America and National
Player-of-the-Year Tom Sears.
Mealey responded with a 0.692
save percentage, setting school
and ACC records in the process
and ranking seventh in the naContinued on Page 30
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Monday Night
12 Oz Char-Broiled
Sirloin Steak
Salad
Sully Fries
$6.00
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Happy Hour 4-6
Pints of Imported Drafts
$1.00
21Kitchen open till 1 AM
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Wood Proves Unstoppable as Defense Excels
Continued from Page 21
first quarter and played our
game," said Head Coach Don
Zimmerman. "In the second
quarter, we played what I think
is flawless lacrosse."
"We got out-played in the second quarter," commented
Virginia Head Coach Jim
"Ace" Adams. "We knew it
would be a tough battle. We
wren't as good today as they
were."
Perhaps the most interesting
part of the period, though,
came when Virginia had possession. Breaking quickly upfield,
the Wahoos forced Hopkins attackmen Brian Wood and
Craig Bubier to race back on
defense to prevent Virginia
from having a 6 on 4 advantage. Virginia still had an advantage, however, and set up to
capitalize on it.
Middie Rich Reda took the
ball as his teammates cleared
out the crease. Going one-onone with Wood, Reda tried to
back his way closer to the goal.
Finally, he beat his defender
with a quick, spinning move.
Before he could shoot,
however, Wood had recovered
to strip him from behind.
Scooping up the groundball,
Wood led the Blue Jays on a
fast break. Moments later,
Morrill fired a 15-yard shot
over Sheehan's shoulder as he
used a double-spin move to
shake the Wahoo defense.

"The second quarter was
disappointing," said Adams.
"If we had had a little better second quarter, it could have
been a better game. They're
[the Blue Jays] so good at
capitalizing on things and
Wood broke it open with two
or three shots."
The second half brought
Virginia little relief. Only eight
seconds after the whistle,
Krumenacker made the score
9-3 with one of his patented
15-yard bounce shots.
On their third possession, the
Blue Jays would again tally, only this one was disallowed on a
technicality. Whil driving right,
Krumenacker drew a Virginia
penalty. Hesitating for a moment, he found sophomore
midfielderBruce Chanenchuk
standing alone to the left side of
the Wahoo goal. Unfortunately for Hopkins, Krumenacker's
pass was low and Chanenchuk
had to field it on a short hop.
Greg Matthews pursues a rival midfielder in action last Saturday.
He then wound up and
deposited the goal. The referee 28-minute scoring drought and stellar performance, "Brian Jones, to make the final score
Wood is a real fine player. He 12-5.
had ruled the ball dead when it narrow the deficit to 9-4.
In spite of the offense's fine
The final quarter also came to play and he showed
hit the turf, however, because
it was the tremenperformance,
Once
it."
Jays.
he was waiting to assess the belonged to the
their
dous,
starting-to-be-taken-forto
scored
The
able
Jays
Blue
was
Hopkins
was
goal
again,
penalty. Thus, the
score quickly as Wood found final goal on a fluke. With lit- granted play of the defense
wiped out.
For much of the remainder Del Dressel alone streaking tle over a minute to play, John which Zimmerman believes
of the period, one team was towards the net. Five minutes Dressel tried to feed to the won the game. "Our defense
playing shorthanded. Hopkins later, Wood gained his fourth crease. Surprisingly, the ball has been playing well all year,
had four extra-man oppor- goal of the afternoon, beating sailed through untouched and and they played well again,
tunities, but just couldn't his defender one-on-one and beat a startled Sheehan. especially after the first quarter
capitalize. Virginia, however, putting the ball through Virginia then scored the final when they settled down and
goal of the game against took control."
would convert on one of its two Sheehan's legs.
Said Zimmerman of Wood's Quinn's substitute, Stuart
man-up situations to end a

Sho'men Fall Flat After First Quarter Deadlock
Continued from Page 21
goal had Quinn not been called for going in-and-out of the
crease while gathering in a rebounded shot. Hobart took advantage of the lapse, and in doing so went on top for the first
time in the game.
With a minute left in the
half, the Blue Jays managed to
tie the game, 3-3. Quinn initiated the fast break as he picked off an errant Hobart pass
and fed breaking long stickman
Brad McLam. Schreiber tallied
from the front steps of the

pick, the midfielder blasted a
20-footer past Quinn.
As usual, the Blue Jays were
unshakeable and they quickly
regained the lead with a fourgoal spurt, including three consecutive tallies by Morrill.
Krumanacker scored the tying
goal on a screened shot as the
ball caromed off someone in
the crease area, but still managed to roll in. Hopkins followed
by winning the faceoff and
within two seconds, Morrill had
deposited his second goal on a
feed from attackman Brian
Wood. Hopkins had the lead,
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Men's Lacrosse
Scoring Leaders

•
•
•
•
Player
•
•
• Brian Wood
Del Dressel
Mike Morrill
John Krumenacker
Craig Bubier
Chris Schreiber
Clark Thielemann

after 5 games
Goals
13
7
8
4
6
4

Assists
5
7
2
6
2
1
2

Points
18
14
10
10
8
5
5
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crease off a cross-field feed
from Morrill.
The intensity kvel of the
game rose dramatically in the
second half and so did the pace
of scoring. Hobart wasted little time in reclaiming the lead
as Rosa collected his second
goal on the day. Spinning off a

one which they would never
surrender.
"We felt very concerned
about Brian Wood and Craig
bubier," admitted Coach
Urick. "He's [Morrill] a good
player. He's not the kind of
player you can ignore. He's a
finisher. The way we play

defense, at times, we're going
to get caught upfield. We're going to get caught, maybe, putting some pressure out on the
perimeter, and if they can finish
the play, they're going to
score."
"The first five to eight
minutes of the third quarter
probably is what hurt us the
most. We were in good shape at
the end of the half and then we
got behind by two. We could
never quite close the gap
again."
Morrill finds the holes.

Morrill continued his assault
on Hobart midway through the
third quarter as he scored his
third and fourth goals on feeds
from Krumenacker and midfielder Dave Castle, respectively. Both were similar to his
earlier goal as the Statesmen
continued to be vulnerable to
the back-door play.
"We didn't run too many
plays," said Morrill. "They
[Hobart] made it hard for us by
disrupting out offense. The
back-door plays were working
best. They were over-aggressive
and chasing the ball."
With Hobart on the verge of
being put away, it was Grimaldi
to the rescue. Taking control of
.he offense, he scored three of
the Statesmen's final four goals
to put Hobart right back into
Continued on Page 29

Jess Bunshaft

Clark Thielemann confronts Sho'men goalie Ross Miller.
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Day of Champions Belongs to No.I Ranked Jays
we would win. We knew we
should beat them. We went
the running. A goal by Gilliam, from 4-3 to 7-4 and then let
his second, and the first of down our guard."
Grimaldi's three, closed the gap
Hobart would have a final
to one as the third quarter ex- opportunity to score as the
pired with Hopkins clinging to Statesmen drew a slashing
a 7-6 lead. Gilliam's goal was penalty late in the game. With
particularly impressive as he only 48 seconds to play, they
simply overpowered Blue Jay needed two goals to tie.
Krumenacker and banked his Hopkins' defense stood fast,
shot in off the far post.
however, and the eighth Day of
The game was neck-and-neck Champions belonged to the
in the final period as Hopkins Blue Jays.
tried to pull away and Grimaldi
This was the fourth time
kept the Statesmen close. At- Hopkins has claimed first place
tackmen Craig Bubier and at the Day of Champions, while
Wood both pushed Hopkins' Hobart settled for runner-up
lead to two goals, but each time for the second consecutive year.
Grimaldi was able to cut it Division I's champion has yet
down to one. Hobart's last to lose at this Manhasset, N.Y.
goal, Grimaldi's third, came event.
Luckily, Blue Jay fans will
with only six and a half minutes
to play and the Statesmen trail- not have to wait another 81
years to see these two titans do
.ing 9-8.
Senior Greg Matthews won 11 of 15 faceoffs against
A holding penalty, only battle. Hobart and Hopkins
Hobart's third infraction of the will meet again this year on
day, gave Hopkins all the ad- Homewood Field on Saturday, Forutnately for Hopkins, the the ball well."
vantage it needed. Wasting lit- June 8, as part of Lacrosse In- Blue Jay defense also held the
In the second period the Blue
tle time, the Blue Jays scored ternational '85.
Sho'men scoreless, in spite of Jays held the ball often, but not
having three nearly consecutive for too long as they rocked
their tenth and final goal as
Dressel fed freshman atHopkins' game versus it's man-down situations.
Washington goalie Larry
"In the beginning we just Boehm for eight goals on 16
tackman John Ciccarone from cross-state rival Washington
behind the net and Ciccarone College may have been the Blue didn't connect," explained shots. Meanwhile, Quinn and
quickly flipped it past Warren. Jays' easiest victory, but for the Coach Don Zimmerman,"and company let pass only a single
Said Dressel, "After the first first fifteen minutes the Jays in the second part we were play- goal by midfielder Rick Cote.
half, we all had confidence that neither dominated nor scored. ing defense. They were holding
An early extra-man tally by
John Krumenacker on an assist
from Del Dressel started things
rolling. The duo connected a
minute later for another manup goal and suddenly, there was
nothing the Sho'men cold do to
stop the Jays. "We had a different philosophy today," said
Brian Wood. "We moved the
ball around a lot and didn't just
go one-on-one."
Even the defense had its moment in the spotlight as
defenseman Guy Matricciani
carried the ball straight for the
Washington goal, and when
nobody picked him up, he collected his first goal of the
season. Matricciani received the
"Game Banana" for his offensive and defensive efforts.
The route continued in the
third quarter as the Blue Jays
poured in another four goals,
including their fourth extraman tally. Despite the wideopen play, the defense was as
stingy as ever, allowing
Washington to take only one
shot that Quinn needed to save.
"They're [Washington]
geared to sitting back," said
defender Jon Krome,"waiting
for us to make a mistake. They
were real up off a good win, but
we took them out of their offense. Today we played up to
our potential."
It was not until early in the
fourth quarter that Washington
was able to recrack the ice.
Gaining a man-up advantage
for the first time since the opening period, the Sho'men scored
thier first goal after nearly 26
minutes of silence.
Hopkins rounded out its
scoring with goals from midfielder Joe Diorio, John
Dressel, and attackman Geoff
Nordberg. Washington used a
strange defensive strategy in an
attempt to stifle the Blue Jays,
but it backfired as both Diorio
Continued from Page 29

Jess Bunshaft
Washington College.

and Nordberg managed open
net tallies.
Washington scored the final
two goals to close out the game,
but that detracted in no way
from the magnitude of the Blue
Jay victory.
"I was really happy with the
wayy everyone played," said
Zimmerman. "We moved the
ball better in the second half
than we have all year. Our guys
were ready today."
Princeton may have scored
more times than Virginia, but
they came no closer to
defeating the Blue Jays. The
four man attack unit of Brian
Wood, Craig Bubier, Mike
Morrill,
and
Clarke
Thielemann accounted for nine
goals and Del Dressel tossed in
three scores and dished out two
assists to lead Hopkins to a 12-6
victory.
Again, the defense held tight,
limiting Princeton to 32 shots
and stuffing four man-up opportunities for the Tigers. Larry
Quinn played the entire game
and had nine saves, only three
in the second half. Princeton
midfielder Steve Boyle led the
Tigers with three goals.
At faceoff the Jays also
dominated as midfielder Greg
Matthews and Glenn Fidje
combined to win 15 of 21.
Hopkins set the tone of the
game as Wood and Bubier both
scored unassisted goals within
the first three minutes. The
pace then slackened off and
neither team was able to score.
Quinn made five of his nine
saves in the first quarter as the
Jays led 2-0.
The pace of the first quarter
carried over into the second
period and six minutes passed
before Morrill was able to tally
an extra-man goal on a feed
from Del Dressel. Boyle then
traded a pair of goals with
Dressel, on assists from John
Krumenacker, within the last
five minutes of the half to make
the score 5-2.
Wood opened the second
half with another quick,
unassisted tally. The Tigers
Contined on Page 30
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Swimmers Take 6th at Nationals as Field Improves
Hopkins Swimming
at NCAA Division III Championships

by Howard Bregman
A sixth place finish at the
NCAA Division III championships climaxed a suprisingly
successful season for the
Hopkins men's swim team, as
the Jays bettered their preseason ranking for yet another
year. The women's team earned a 48th place finish a week
earlier, as three relays and one
individual event qualified for
Nationals. Both meets were
held at Emory University in
Atlanta, Georgia.
"This was an excellent year
for us," said Head Coach Tim
Welsh, despite the fact thatthe
Jays failed to improve on last
year's fifth place finish.
Although the standing was
lower, almost all of the Jays
swam their best times of the
year.
The problem with competing
in Division III, however, is that
the national field gets tougher
every year. "The most important thing to notice is that the
quality of the field has improved tremendously," said Welsh.
The top finishers in the division
are now among the top in the
nation."
Kenyon College of Ohio has
dominated Division III for six
years; Hopkins had won two
consecutive national titles
before the Kenyon dynasty.
The Jays have not in recent
years been able to keep up with
the national caliber times that
are being posted.
An interesting example is
Dan Fritsch's seventh place

Men's Team Finish: 6th Place, 155 Points.
Event
500 Freestyle
200 I. Medley
400 Med. Relay

100 Butterfly
200 Freestyle
100 Breaststroke
100 Backstroke
400 I. Medley
400 Free Relay

1650 Freestyle
200 Backstroke

Name
Mark Postler
Dan Fritsch
Paul Bowman
Wink Dyer
Steve Segreto
Kevin Anderson
Don Price
Paul Bowman
Wink Dyer
Alan Barry
Dick Johnson
Paul Bowman
Dan Fritsch
Dick Johnson
Kevin Anderson
Matthew Hepler
Ian Brooks
Paul Bowman
Mark Postler
Jim Cutrone
Dick Johnson
Paul Bowman

finish in the 400 yard individual
medley, a new university
record. Fritsch's time replaces
that of Bill Smiddy, who was in
1979 the national champion in
that event. Whereas Smiddy
captured first place by a good
margin in 1979, he might have
had difficulty entering the top
ten in 1985.
The Hopkins men qualified
in 14 events, and their highest
individual finish was sixth place
in the 100 yard breaststroke by

tion in the category. In all, he
was named an honorable mention All-America and the
team's most valuable player.
He will be ably backed up by
senior J.B. Howard and
freshmen Barney Aburn and
Kevin McFarlin.
Two starters and the top
reserve from last year return to
the attack corps. Senior cocaptian Mac Ford was an AllACC and second team AllAmerica choice last year. He
led the ACC in points (61) and
goals (39) last season and was
second in assists with 22.
Overall, he tied for 14th in the
nation in goal scoring and he
also set a school reord with
eight in a 17-8 win over
Adelphi. The other returning
starter is sophomre Gary
Seivold, who earned honorable
mention All-America honors
last year and shared the team's
outstanding freshman award.
He ranked second on the team
in goals (21) and groundballs
(76), third in points (33) and

Best Time
4:46.58
1:56.01
3:31.67

Place
24th
10th
7th

52.95
1:44.37
58.99
58.68
54.31
55.03
4:08.04*
4:23.88
3:08.40

31st
25th
7th
6th
13th
21st
7th
33rd
11th

200 Breaststroke
800 Free Relay

9th
19th
7th
18th

Alan Barry. Because of the
number of events and the
overall points, the Jays were
able to finish sixth overall.
"The real achievement in the
meet is reflected in the fact that
we went in without any sure
points," said Welsh. In
previous years, the Jays have
usually had one or two "big
guns," swimmers who are topranked in their events and who
are sure to garner points. Last
year, for example, Mike

1:54.80
1:55.47
1:56.47
2:09.44
2:09.61
6:57.98

10th
16th
22nd
7th
11th
7th

Women's Team Finish: 48th Place, 10 Points.
800 Free Relay

400 Med. Relay

100 Freestyle
400 Free Relay
16:19.63
16:41.60
1:55.81
1:58.95

Steve Segreto
Mark Postler
Don Price
Wink Dyer
Alan Barry
Dan Fritsch
Ian Brooks

Amy Malcolm
Katie Jenkins
Tammy Smecker
Holly Flood
Holly Flood
Libby Altman
Karen Stefanko
Tammy Smecker
Holly Flood
Amy Malcolm
Katie Jenkins

8:03.90*

12th

4:16.74

22nd

55.23
3:45.64

20th
19th

* University Record

Leonhardt dominated several
events on the national scene.
Another achievement for the
Jays was the ability of several
swimmers to combat adversity
and score at Nationals. Junior
Kevin Anderson was injured in
a car accident last summer, but
after rehabilitation he actually
improved his time over last
year. Senior Steve Segreto was
able to overcome a bout with
mononucleosis to score at the
meet.

The women are enthusiastic
as well, as they were able to
qualify a relay team for the first
time in four years. In fact, three
relay events saw Jays in action.
The 800 freestyle team of Amy
Malcolm, Katie Jenkins, Tammy Smecker, and Holly Flood
set a new University record
while placing 12th at the meet.
All of the national qualifiers
return next year for the women,
so Welsh is optimistic for a
banner year in 1986.

A Statistical Summary

Carolina Blues
Continued from Page 27

200 Butterfly

fourth in assists (12).
Also returning is the top
reserve last year in junior Mike
Tummillo. He had 11 goals and
three assists last season. Other
lettermen include seniors Dan
Weintraub and Jim Crawford
and sophomores Chris Estes
and Rich Crawford. Additional
depth will come from
sophomore Chris Hein and
freshmen Ed Russell, Pat
Welsh and Brett Davy.
At the beginning of the year,
Carolina's midfield depth may
not be what it has been in the
past few years, but there is a lot
of good talent that could
develop with time.
There is a group of seven
newcomers at the position, including junior John Stahl, a
Hopkins transfer, sophomore
Mike McAllister and freshman
Pat Welsh, Haus, McFarlin,
Davy, and Ted Brown. Haus
and Welsh both played on
Loyola-Blakefield's MSA "A"
Conference Championship
team last year, and Welsh was
named player-of-the-year in the
conference.

1

Continued from Page 29
came back, though, as midfielder John Donovan bounded
the net and beat Quinn to his
left side.
Midway through the period
, the Jays reopened their lead as
Theilemann put in his only two
shots of the game. Tiger attackman Rick Kirschner narrowed the lead to 8-4, but it was
apparent that Hopkins fully
had control of the game.
In the final quarter the Blue
Jays rattled off four
unanswered goals, one each
from Wood, Chris Schreiber,
Del Dressel, and Bubier.
Princeton would tally twice
more, but would never seriously threaten to gain the victory.

HOBART
0 3 3 2-8
JOHNS HOPKINS 1 2 4 3-10
GOALS: Hobart-Tom Grimaldi 3, Tom
Rosa 3, Marc Van Arsdale, Ray
Gilliam. Johns Hopkins-Mike Morrill 4,
John Krumenacker, Brian Wood,
Chris Schreiber, Craig Bubier, Del
Dressel, John Ciccarone.
ASSISTS: Hobart-Gilliam. Johns
Hopkins-Morrill 2, Krumenacker 2,
Wood, Schrieber, Del Dressel, Bruce
Chanenchuk, Dave Castle.
SAVES: Hobart-Chuck Warren 13.
Hopkins-Larry Quinn 11.
SHOTS: Hobart 32, Hopkins 41

PENALTIES: Hobart 3, Hopkins 7.
EXTRA MAN GOALS: Hobart 2,
Hopkins 1.
FACEOFFS: Hobart 10(Rosa 4-8, Ray
Crawford 6-3, Mike Guy 0-1), Hopkins
12(Greg Matthews 12-8, Glenn Fidje
0-2).

WASHINGTON. • 0 1 0 3-4
JOHNS HOPKINS 0 8 4 4-16
GOALS: Washington-Rick Cote, John
Nostrant, Mike Papa, Rich MacKnight.
Johns Hopkins-John Krumenacker 2,
Steve Mutscheller 2, Geoff Nordberg
2, Del Dressel, Guy Matricciani, Mike
Morrill, Brian Wood, Craig Bubier,
John Ciccarone, Glenn Fidje, Bill
Single, Joe DiOrio, John Dressel.
ASSISTS: Washington-Rick Sowell.
Johns Hopkins-Del Dressel 2, Ciccarone 2, Krumenacker, Wood,
Mutscheller, Joe Rzempoluch, Nordberg, Bruce Chanenchuk, Clark
Thieleman.
SAVES: Washington-Larry Boehm 12.
Hopkins-Larry Quinn 9, Stuart Jones.
SHOTS: Washington 25, Hopkins 47.
PENALTIES: Washington 7, Hopkins
6.
EXTRA MAN GOALS: Washington 1,
Hopkins 5.
FACEOFFS: Washington 5 (Kevin
Giblin 2-9, Cote 2-2, Russell Loock
0-5, Sowell 0-3, Nostrant 1-0) Hopkins
19(Greg Matthews 11-4, Glenn Fidje
6-1, Damon Stewart 2-0).

0 2 2 2-6
PRINCETON
JOHNS HOPKINS 2 3 3 4-12
GOALS: Princeton-Steve Boyle 3,
John Donovan, Rick Kirschner.
Charlie Stillwell. Johns Hopkins-Del

Dressel 3, Brian Wood 3, Craig Bubier
2, Clark Thielemann 2, Mike Morrill,
Chris Schreiber.
ASSISTS: Princeton-Kirschner, Bill
Donahue, Jon Lurie. Johns HopkinsDel Dressel 2, Krumenacker 2.
SAVES: Princeton-Paul Donavan 15.
Hopkins-Larry Quinn 9.
SHOTS: Princeton 34, Hopkins 43.
PENALTIES: Princeton 5, Hopkins 4.
EXTRA MAN GOALS: Princeton 0,
Hopkins 2.
FACEOFFS: Princeton 6(Bob Jiranek
4-11, Jay Wood 2-4), Hopkins 15
(Greg Matthews 10-5, Glenn Fidje
5-1).

VIRGINIA
3 0 1 1-5
JOHNS HOPKINS 3 5 1 3-12
GOALS: Virginia- Chase Monroe, Rich
Reda, Roddy Marino, Todd Esposito,
Will Rosebro. Johns Hopkins-Brian
Wood 4, Del Dressel 2, Chris
Schreiber 2, John Dressel, John
Krumenacker, Mike Morrill, Clark
Thielemann.
ASSISTS: Virginia-Marino 2, Mark
Altemus, Esposito. Johns HopkinsWood 3, Craig Bubier, Del Dressel,
Steve Mutscheller, Thielemann.
SAVES: Virginia-Peter Sheehan 15.
Hopkins-Larry Quinn 11, Stuart Jones
2, Jeff Kramer.
SHOTS: Virginia 36, Hopkins 43.
PENALTIES: Virginia 5, Hopkins 6.
EXTRA MAN GOALS: Virginia 2,
Hopkins 1.
FACEOFFS: Virginia 8(Wood 8-12),
Hopkins 12 (Greg Matthews 10-4,
Glenn Fidje 2-2, Damon Stewart 0-2).
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JHU BOOKCENTER
LACROSSE SEASON SPECIAL!

Blue Jay ties
only $12.00
(from $16.50!

campus notes campus notes ce
Anyone who has been successful in
communicating with the IBM 4341 using the DEC RAINBOW as a terminal,
please contact Juan Faidley
(U64A6276) in the user support office
in Garland 40(338-8096). A user of the
system is having problems in communications, via a Hayes modem and
L.C. Term communications software,
and I would appreciate any advice or
comments in regard to solving the
problem.

The Henry G. Kunkel Lectureship Inaugual Lecture presents "Murine
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus—A
Model for Human Autoimmunity" on
Wed., April 10 at 5 p.m. in the Turner
Auditorium of the Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine.

Play hockey? Come to the Hockey
Meeting on Tues., April 9 at 8 p.m. in
Cont. Rm. A in Levering. If you can not
attend, please call Andy at 889-9039.

The APL Colloquium presents "Theory
of VLSI" by S. Rao Kosaraju of JHU on
Fri., April 5 at 2 p.m. in Maryland 214.

Want to make easy money? Enter the
Pi Sigma Alpha Essay Contest. Cash
prizes will be awarded. A three-page
essay on the Supreme Court is required. Pick up an entry form in the
Political Science Office (Gilman 338) or
call Dave at 235-0918 or Steve at
243-3898 for more inforMation.
Deadline is April 15.

What are medical schools looking for
in undergraduates? Find out April 8 at
5 p.m. in Remsen 101 when Dr.
McDaniel, DIRECTOR OF ADMISOF
UNIVERSITY
SIONS
at
MARYLAND MEDICAL SCHOOL
discusses "Getting into Medical
School". Sponsored by the Pre-Health
Society and AED.

Rotisserie Baseball: Did you ever want
to own Dwight Gooden? How about
Mike Schmidt? If you would like to be
a general manager in the Johns
Hopkins National League Rotisserie
League, call Joe at 366-5864 or Jeff at
235-8748 before April 12.

Any student interested if, working at a
day camp this summer, call Bob Babb
at X-7485.
,
Musical Showcase '85:Hopkins'
Best: A musical talent show! Performances on Thursday, April 11 at 8 p.m.
in Shriver Hall Auditorium. Admission
is free. Support our musical talent!!!

Store Hours
Mon-Thurs 9-6:30
Fri 9-4
S.t 10-

Where are the clowns? Send in the
clowns! Would you like to be a clown
for Spring Fair? Of course you would!
Call Debby or Sheri at 467-1989 or
leave a note in the Spring Fair Office.

Program in Comparative International
Development Colloquium (Department
of Sociology) on Tues., April 9 at 2 p.m.
in Gilman 451. Dr. Jay Sokolovsky of
the Department of Anthropology at
U.M.B.C. will be speaking on the topic
"Socialist Alternatives in Aging".
A Passover Seder will be held Friday
night, April 5(only) at the KDH,7 pm,
Reservations required. For home
hosptality, call Rabbi Kravitz or Linda
Singer at 338-8349 or 356-5200.
Passover services on Sat., Apr. 6 at 10
a.m. with Rabbi Kravitz, 625 E. 33rd
Street.
Program in Comparative International
Development Colloquium (Department
of Sociology)on Thurs., April 11 at noon
in Gilman 451. Dr. Michael Doyle of the
Department of Political Science at
Hopkins will be speaking on
"Diplomacy and Political Economy in
the New International Economic Order
Negotiaitons''.

WHY DIVESTMENT?

1

APARTHEID IS legalized racism in South Africa. It bears some similarities to Naziism; indeed, South African President P.W. Botha was imprisoned by
the British during WWII for his pro-Nazi sympathies. Under Apartheid, Blacks are denied all political, economic, and social rights. 87% of the country,
including almost all the arable land, is set aside for the white minority. The remaining 13% is left for the blacks who form the majority of the population;
the lands set aside for Blacks are called bantustans. As part of its apartheid policy, the South African government has forcibly moved millions of blacks
from their homes and has dumped them into the bantustans, barren lands capable of supporting only a fraction of the populations forced to live there.
Half of Black children in the bantustans die before the age of five. Most suffer from malnutrition. South Africa is, however, one of the world's biggest
exporters of food.

APARTHEID IS AN ABOMINATION.
SO IS PROFITING FROM IT.
Johns Hopkins has stock in 45 companies that
operate in South Africa, and, although the profit
that JHU derives from any one corporation's operations in South Africa is not great, the combination
of these tainted profits from all 45 companies is
substantial.
As an expression of moral outrage, many countries, including those belonging to the European
common market, have partial or total trade
boycotts against South Africa. As a result, South
Africa is desperate for trading partners and is willing to guarantee large profits. The question we at
Johns Hopkins must ask is this: Under what conditions is it moral to profit from the system of apartheid? Some say it would be moral to take the profits if JHU used its position as a stockholder to promote anti-apartheid legislation from the inside of
corporations. But tough anti-apartheid proposals
like Bishop Tutu's amendment have always been resoundingly defeated by stockholder voting by at
least an 85% to 90070 margin. In other words, the
insider approach is totally worthless because it has
no realistic chance of success. Because of the
failures of stockholder voting, many universities
have realized that they cannot justify making a profit from apartheid and have divested or started the
divestment process. A select list of these universities
includes Yale, Harvard, Amherst, Smith, Brandeis,
Haverford, Tufts, and many others.

Divestment is the strongest statement that Johns
Hopkins can make against apartheid. Divestment
says that there is no legitimate way that we can accept profits made from apartheid, especially when
there are many stocks not involved in South Africa
that are equally or more profitable. The Calvert
Foundation specializes in creating profitable investment portfolios that do not include companies
operating in South Africa, and these portfolios are
more profitable than those made up of companies
operating in South Africa. The only expense involved in divesting would be the brokers' fee. This is
a small expense for the protection of our University's reputation as a leader in the fight to improve
the quality of life around the world, a reputation
that is tarnished by our profiting from the horrors
of apartheid. We would like to take the chance here
to quote Dr. Steven Muller, president of Johns
Hopkins University:
"The biggest failure in higher education today
is that we fall short in exposing students to values.
We don't really provide a value framework to
young people who are searching for it."
The issue of apartheid is a chance for this University to show some moral leadership by divesting.
We student organizations are paying the greatest
amount of attention to how the administration acts
on this issue, especially in light of Johns Hopkins'
poor record on issues of social inequality; among

the hundreds of professors at JHU, only 5 are
black. Black Americans make up less than 507o of
our student body, and there is a shockingly small
number of female professors, especially those with
tenure.
We cordially invite University members and
friends to join us for an afternoon of live and
recorded music at our second Jazz and Reggae
Teach-In on Sunday, April 14, from 1:30 to 5:00
in front of Levering Hall.
This advertisement is sponsored by the Hopkins
Anti-Apartheid Coalition(HAAC), a group made
up of the student organizations that are supporting
the divestment petition. We include:
The Black Student Union
The Progressive Student Union
The Hopkins Student Association
The Jewish Students Association
The Feminist Alliance
The Indian Students Association
The JHU Catholic Community
Circle K
The Graduate Representative Organization
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
Graduate Students for Social Responsibility
The International Studies Forum
The Course Guide
Zeniada
Jewish Students for a Liberal Society
•

Uncle 08car'8 Giveaway

INSTRUCTIONS

Win 2 cases of National
and a $10.00 Food Certificate

Were you one of a record number of people who avoided the insufferably tedious
Oscar award ceremony? So was TQ, so it,
wouldn't have helped you answer these questions. Write down the answers and bring
them to the Gatehouse by 5:00 Wednesday.
Good luck, Hepburn-breath!
RESULTS

1. What movie won the first Best Picture Oscar?
2. How many Best Actress Oscars belong to Hepburn?
3. -One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest- became the second film to win Best Actor, Best
Actress, Best Director, and Best Picture Oscars. What was the first?
4. What sequel to a Best Picture won the Best Picture Oscar?
5. Who was the first actress to win Best Actress and Best (Supporting Actress?
6. What was the first movie to win Best Picture but no other Oscars?
7. In what -category did Charlie Chaplin win his only regular Oscar?
8. In 1935, all 3 losing Best Actor nominees were nominated for their roles in the same
movie. What movie?
9. What two 8isters were nominated for Best Actress in 1966?
10. What was the last year that separate awards were given for black-and-white movies?
.1.1. Who gave the longest acceptance speech ever for an Oscar, prompting the Academy
to 8et a time limit for speeches?
12. Who won the only posthumous Best Actor Oscar?

Congrats to Mike Vogelbaum, lucky winner
,of the Spring Time quiz. Stop by the
Gatehouse this week between 2 and 5 p.m.
Mon.-Wed. to pick up your prize. The correct answers were: 1) Bed; 2) Pogo stick; 3)
Slinky; 4)Coldspring Lane; 5)Spring cleaning; 6) Springtail; 7) Springbok; 8) Easter
Bunny; 9) Jack-in-the-box; 10) May.
Message: You expected a message?

44t

At

Sponsored by
Eddie's Liquors
3109 St. Paul Street
243-0221
and
Eddie's Supermarket
3117 St. Paul Street
889-1558-

campus notes campus notes campus notes campus notes campus
BIA Doubles Tennis is scheduled for
April 13 and 14. Contact Simran at
235-9617 if you have any questions.
The BIA Track Meet will take place
Sun., April 14. If there are any questions, please contact Geannie at
243-1947. Singles Badminton is
cheduled for Sat., April 13. Call Dan at
235-9540 if there are any questions. Applications for new members to the BIA
Board are now being accepted in the
Athletic Center Office through April 12.
The Alfred Blalock Lectureship
presents The Diagnosis and Surgical
Management of Chronic Pulmonary
Embolism" on Fri., April 12 at 4 p.m.
in Hurd Hall of Johns Hopkins Hospital.

Elections for the 85-86 Barnstormers
Executive Board positions will be held
Wed., April 10, 7 p.m. in the Garrett
Room of MSE. All members are requested to attend. A member is anyone
who has participated in the One-Acts,
Antigone, Mousetrap, West Side, or
ushered for TH, although not all
members have voting status.

Spring is in the air, and one's thoughts
naturally turn to thoughts of College
Bowl-the varsity sport of the mind. If
you have been bitten by the bug, or are
just curious, come to a very important
College Bowl Club meeting on Tues.,
April 9 at 8 p.m. in Maryland 310 Questions? Contact Mike at 366-2951.

The Johns Hopkins University School
of Medicine presents Lecture 5 in the
Dean's Lectures Series on Mon., April
8 at 5 p.m. in Hurd Hall of the Hopkins
Hospital. The topic is "Cancer of the
Larynx: A Century After Billroth".

Have an urban learning adventure! Applications are now available for the
Mayor's Fellowship Program for the fall
semester. The program is a 6-credit
undergraduate course in urban studies
including a field-work placement of at
least 12 hours per week and a weekly
seminar. Applications can be obtained
at Complex D of the Metro Center in the
basement of Shriver Hall. For additional
information, pleae call Bob Seidel at
X-7169.
The Johns Hopkins Historical Simulation Society will meet on Fri., April 5 at
4 p.m. in the Little Theatre. New
members are welcome.
The Fine Arts Committee presents The
Hopkins Art Show! Dates: April 10-11,
Place: The Great Hall. Time: 10-2.
Come see an exciting display of artistic
talent!
Are you down? Troubled? Need a helping hand? Is nothing going right? Call
or stop by A Place to Talk, basement
of Baker dorm in AMR II, 338-8001
You've got a peer counselor

The Chess Club will be showing The
Great Chess Movie on Thursday, April
11 at 8:15 p.m. in Barton 117. Come
see Fischer, Karpov, four other world
champions, and lots more in this interesting documentary from the Film
Board of Canada. Free admission.
Appearing at the Grad Club Frid., April
5, the Latin-Rock and Fusion sounds of
THE JEFF SABIN BAND.9-12 p.m. Admission is $1. Must be of legal age.
The Pre-Health Society will be holding
officer elections on Sun., April 14 at
12.30 in Cant Room A. All active
members are encouraged to come and
vote. All candidates MUST attend.
Robert Clary (LeBeau from TV's
"Hogan's Heroes") will speak on his experiences during the Holocaust on
Sun , April 14 at 8 p.m. in the Latzer
Room at Goucher College. Sponsored
by Goucher JSA and JCC College
Services Dept. Call 338-8349 for
transportation.
ENTERTAINERS:
VOLUNTEER
Volunteer entertainers (music, dance,
comedy, etc.) needed to perform for a
social group of adults with cerebral
palsy. Please contact the United
Cerebral Palsy Recreations Director at
668-4924 (days) or David Simon at
889-7969.
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The Johns Hopkins University Gospel
Choir will be having their regularly
scheduled rehearsal on April 7 at 2 p.m.
in the Clipper Room of Shriver Hall. This
is an important rehearsal for our Spring
Fair Concert.

FILM-MAKERS' CLUB now forming for
those interested in independent production Applications available from the
Writing Seminars Office (Gilman 136)or
by calling Nick at 889-9203.
889-9203.
Shabbat and Passover Conservative
service with Hallel and Yizcor on Sat.,
April 13, 10 a.m in the KDH

The 84-85 Officers of the Barnstormers will be holding an Open
House at their office in the Barn Theatre
on Mon., April 8, 5 p.m. for all those
considering running for 85-86 Board
positions.

If you are a Hunter High School alumnus and are planning on visiting HCHS
after school lets out, please let me
know I can get you information packets
about Hopkins to take back with you.
Contact David Goodfnend at 889-7969,
Box 351G.

The Johns Hopkins House of Commons will meet on Tues.. April 9 in Conf.
Room A at 8 p.m. to discuss Johns
Hopkins and South Africa.

Wrap up your week in style with (hi
Hopkins Christian Fellowship. Come
to the Garrett Room at 6:15 for prayer
and stay for the time of worship and
praise at 7. Refreshments follow the
meeting.

EIGHTH Night of Passover Seder, Friday, April 12 following Conservative
service at 6:30 in the KDH (Basement
AMR II). RSVP: Rabbi Kravitz or Linda
Singer at 338-8349 (SAC Offices) by
Tues., April 9. The cost of the seder
meal is $4.50.

Interested in becoming a peer
counselor? Info session and interview
sign-up on Mon., Apr. 8, 6:30 p.m in
Cont. Room A in Levering Hall

Attention, all Junior Pre-Meds and
other students taking the MCAT on April
28 should attend a meeting with Dr
Ruth Leys to review the new essay sec
tion of tl-e test The meeting is on Tues
April 9 at 5.30 p.m in the Mudd Hall
Auditorium. For more info, call X-7974

